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Service and Installation
For Standard GC Valves

GC Valves, LLC.
456 Crompton Street
Charlotte, North Carolina 28273
Ph: (800)-828-0484, Fx: (704)-973-9526

Nut (106198E)

:

GC Valves

H401 -- Service and Installation -DESCRIPTION
H401 Series are 2-way piloted piston operated solenoid valves
with Standard stainless steel bodies. Positive shutoff is
assured by using spring loaded plunger and synthetic seating
materials such as Nitrile, FKM, or PTFE. Valves are designed
for use with air, gas, liquids, steam and other flow media not
corrosive to brass, stainless steel or the selected seating
material.
OPERATION
H401 Valves are normally closed (N.C.) and open when
electrically energized.
SPECIFICATIONS
Use H401 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (max. psi, voltage, hz, maximum media temperature
at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).
OPERATING TEMPERATURES
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COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.
Incorrect coil reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times,
take care not to nick, dent, or damage the plunger tube.
It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under Disassembly and Assembly.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.
Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
care not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube (7).
REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains the plunger, spring and spring pin
assembly, plunger tube assembly, O-rings, piston assembly
and adapter ring.

Ambient

Elastomer

Fluid

REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a plunger assembly, piston assembly
and O-rings

32o - 125o F

EPR

32o - 295o F

REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART

32o - 125o F

Nitrile

32o - 180o F

32o - 125o F

FKM

32o - 230o F

o

o

32 - 125 F

o

o

32 - 366 F

PTFE

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter.
2.
Valves are multi-poised and may be mounted in any
position. Flow must be in direction indicated on the
valve body. If small particulates are a problem,
install a fine mesh strainer having adequate capacity
ahead of the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread sealant to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.
MAINTENANCE
Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that H401 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.

Valve

Rebuild Kits

Repair Kits

H401AF__T1BF5Z5

KH401AF02T1BF5Z5

KH401T1BZ5

H401AF__T1CF5Z5

KH401AF02T1BF5Z5

KH401T1BZ5

H401AF__T1DF5Z5

KH401AF02T1BF5Z5

KH401T1BZ5

H401AF__X1BF5

KH401AF02X1BF5

KH401X1B

H401AF__X1CF5

KH401AF02X1BF5

KH401X1B

H401AF__X1DF5

KH401AF02X1BF5

KH401X1B

H401AF__Z1BF5

KH401AF02Z1BF5

KH401Z1B

H401AF__Z1CF5

KH401AF02Z1BF5

KH401Z1B

H401AF__Z1DF5

KH401AF02Z1BF5

KH401Z1B

COIL CHART
Valve

Voltage

DIN Coil

Conduit Coil

H401GF02_____

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

H401GF24_____

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

H401GF15_____

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

H401GF16_____

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most H401 valves.
When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, obtain the complete Serial Number and consult the
factory.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
Disassembly and Assembly
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the Disassembly
and Assembly instructions, complete valve must be
replaced by a trained and experienced service-person.
________________________________________________
1.

Unscrew the hex nut (1). Remove lockwasher (2).

2.

Lift off the coil (3) from the plunger tube.

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Remove Split washer (4).

5.

Use GC Valves spanner nut (106198E) or similar
tool to remove solenoid base nut (5) and plunger
tube (7). Do not nick dent or damage plunger tube
(7) or valve seating surfaces.

6.

Hold plunger tube (7) in position when removing
from valve body (12) to prevent loss of internal parts.

7.

Carefully remove the spring pin (8) spring (9)
plunger assembly (10) and retaining clip (11),

8.

Carefully remove the piston (12) and glide ring (13)

9.

Check seating surfaces on the plunger (10) piston
(12) and valve body (15) for damage or wear.

10.

Replace plunger (10) piston assembly (12) body
O-ring (14) and other parts as necessary.

11.

Carefully install the piston (12) and glide ring (13).
Take care not to pinch the glide ring (13) during
installation. Replace retaining clip (11), plunger
assembly (10) spring (9) and spring pin (8).

12.

Align internal parts and carefully and slide plunger
tube (7) over the assembled parts.

10.

Tighten solenoid base nut (5) to 25 In/Lbs.

11.
.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to open check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
close, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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DESCRIPTION
K-13 Lever action operated three-way valves are two-wire,
current failure, single magnetic packless valves. They are
designed to direct the flow of oil, water, refrigerants and similar
fluids.
Applications include control of fluid to piston and diaphragm
operators, distribution of fluids from a common source
pneumatic pumping and selection of fluid sources. Valve
construction is universal in that any port (No. 1, No. 2 or
Common) can be used for either inlet or outlet connections. High
pressure connections may be made to either Common No. 1 or
No. 2 ports as long as pressures are within valve ratings.
The valves have two operating positions (shown in Figures 2 and
3). Being of the single magnetic type, they cannot assume an
intermediate position, but have No.1 port open to common and
No 2 closed when current is on and No 2 open to common and
No 1 closed when current is off. The valve functions is reversed
for option A100-A104.
OPERATION
When the solenoid is de-energized, the weight of the solenoid
plunger assembly (1, Figure 2) and operating link plus the force
of spring (3) holds No. 2 port push rod (5) in against No. 2 port
valve (6), opening No. 2 port to common. At the same time No.
1 port push rod (7) is released, allowing No. 1 port valve spring
(9) to close No. 1 port valve (8) to common.
When the controlling electrical circuit closes, energizing the
solenoid, the plunger assembly (1, Figure 3), is magnetically
lifted, pivoting the rocker arm (2) about shaft (4). This action
forces No.1 port push rod (7) to open No. 1 port to common and
releases No. 2 port push rod (5) to allow No. 2 port valve spring
o close No. 2 port valve (6).
When the controlling electrical circuit opens, de-energizing the
solenoid, the solenoid plunger assembled drops and the rocker
arm is returned to the position shown in Figure 6, with No. 2
port opened and No. 1 port closed.
Operating Temperatures

Fig. 1 Three-Way Valve, Lever
Action Type K-13 C & D
APPLICATIONS
Flow to and from Common-- When switch is turned "On"
(circuit closed), the solenoid is energized and flow from the
supply line through No. 1 port and common actuates the piston.
When the switch is turned "Off" (circuit open), the valve
solenoid is de-energized and flow is from common to the No. 2
port and vent or return line, allowing the piston spring to return
piston rod. For reverse flow action, supply line is connected to
No. 2 port and vent line is connected to the No. 1 port.
Flow distribution-- When the solenoid is energized (electrical
circuit closed), flow is from Common to No. 1 port connection.
When the solenoid is de-energized (electrical circuit opened),
flow is from common to No. 2 port connection.
K-13 Three-Way Valves may be used for fluid selection by
connecting inlet lines to No. 1 and No. 2 ports. When the
solenoid is energized, flow will be from No. 1 port to common.
When the solenoid is de-energized, flow will be from No. 2 port
to common.

INSTALLATION
All valves including those having "W" designation (rainproof
enclosure) in 5th digit position of valve catalog number must be
mounted on a horizontal pipe line with solenoid in an upright
position. When making the installation do not use the solenoid
housing as a handle for carrying or turning the valve. Thread
seal should be used sparingly and on male threads only.
If sediment is a problem, install fine mesh strainers having
adequate capacity ahead of valve.
All piping must meet applicable local codes and ordinances.
Installations in Canada require the use of rigid metal conduit to
ground the electrical enclosure of this valve when rated over 30
volts.
In making the electrical connections, make sure that the circuit
hot wire passes through all switches, thermostats or limit
controls before reaching valve.
OVERHAUL
Disassembly
1.
Remove solenoid housing cover by taking out screw at
top of early type valves or by removing retaining band on later
type valves.
2.
Lift solenoid coil from plunger housing.
3.
Remove plunger housing assembly from valve by
unscrewing at hex surface at base of assembly.
4.
Remove flange, lever case and gasket from valve by
unscrewing at hex surface at base of assembly.
4.
Remove flange, lever case and gasket from valve body
by taking out four screws and lock washers.
5.
Unhook rocker tension spring (3, Figure 2) and remove.
6.
Drive out shaft (4) and remove rocket arm (2), link and
plunger (1) from mounting plate as an assembly, taking care not
to spring valve port push rods (5 and 7).
_________________________________________________
CAUTION
DO NOT disassemble push rods from rocker arms as they are
set accurately on a special jig and this setting cannot readily be
duplicate din service.
__________________________________________________

8.
Mark rocker support and valve body to assure correct
reassembly, and remove rocker support from body by taking out
two machine screws and lock washers.
9.
If necessary to remove valve mechanism, keep valve
seats, balls, springs and spring retainers matched and identified
so that they can be reinstalled in the port from which they were
removed. Otherwise, proper valve action cannot be secured.
Cleaning and Inspection
1.
Wipe solenoid coil with lintless cloth dampened in
solvent. Clean all mechanical parts in solvent. Dip valve body in
solvent and blow out with compressed air.
2.
Inspect all parts for wear or damage. Solenoid coil,
plunger, link, cover, gaskets or rocker spring (3) may be
replaced. If other parts are damaged, the complete valve
assembly must be replaced.
Assembly
1.
If valves have been disassembled from valve body,
reinstall by inserting each spring, spring retainer, ball and valve
seat in the correct port, tightening seat securely.
2.
Position rocker support on valve body in accordance
with marks made at disassembly and fastens securely with two
machine screws and lock washers.
3.
Reconnect solenoid plunger and link, if disassembled,
making certain that small coil spring is installed on pin that
holds plunger to link.
4.
Carefully position rocker arm assembly on support,
taking care not to damage valve port push rods, and fasten
rocker arm in place by installing shaft (4).
5.
Reinstall rocker spring (3). Position lever case on valve
body and fasten with four screws and lock washers, making
certain that solenoid plunger is positioned in opening for
solenoid.
6.
Attach solenoid plunger housing to cover by turning
down into place and tightening at hexagonal flats at base of
assembly.
7.
Install solenoid coil on plunger housing.
8.
Install housing cover and fasten with screw at top.

7.
If necessary, solenoid plunger and link can be removed
by driving out swedged pins Be careful not to lose coil spring or
plunger pin.

Fig. 2 Lever Action Type Valve De-Energized

Fig. 3 Lever Action Type Valve Energized

NS201(AC)

-- Service and Installation --

DESCRIPTION
The NS201 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally
closed, piloted, zero differential general purpose valves
specifically designed for drinking water and other food
products. All stainless steel or Noryl construction with synthetic
seating and sealing materials make them suitable for use with
a variety of liquids, oils and gases.
Valves may be mounted in any positions. A spring loaded
plunger assures positive shutoff. The S4 solenoid coil is rated
at 10 watts.
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REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/spring/seat disc assembly,
plunger tube assembly, O-rings and adapter ring.
REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, diaphragm assembly and
O-rings.

REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART
OPERATION
NS201 Valves are normally closed (N.C.) and open when
electrically energized.
SPECIFICATIONS
Use NS201 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (min./max. psi, voltage, hz, maximum media
temperature at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

Valve

Rebuild Kits

Repair Kits

NS201YF02FPCG4
NS201YF02FPDG4
NS201YF02FPEG5
NS201YF24F7CG4
NS201YF24F7DG4
NS201YF24F7EG5

KS201AF02G4-NSF

K201G4-NSF

KS201AF02G4-NSF

K201G4-NSF

KS201AF02G5-NSF

K201G5-NSF

KS201AF02G4-NSF

K201G4-NSF

KS201AF02G4-NSF

K201G4-NSF

KS201AF02G5-NSF

K201G5-NSF

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Ambient

o

o

32 - 125 F

o

Fluid

o

32 - 295 F

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter .
2.
Valves are multipoised and may be mounted in any
position. Flow must be in direction indicated on the
valve body. If sediment is a problem, install a fine
mesh strainer having adequate capacity ahead of
the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.
MAINTENANCE

COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.
Incorrect coil reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times,
take care not to nick, dent, or damage the plunger tube.

COIL CHART
Valve

Voltage

DIN Coil

Conduit Coil

NS201YF02FPCG4
NS201YF02FPDG4
NS201YF02FPEG5
NS201YF24F7CG4
NS201YF24F7DG4
NS201YF24F7EG5

120 VAC

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

120 VAC

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

120 VAC

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

24V AC

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

24V AC

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

24V AC

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that NS201 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.

It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.
Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
are not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most NS201 valves.
When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, obtain the complete Serial Number and consult the
factory.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
Disassembly
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________

1.

Unscrew the hex nut (1). Remove with lockwasher
(2).

2.

Lift off the coil (3) from the plunger tube.

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Use a 1” spanner to remove solenoid base nut and
plunger tube (4). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (4) or valve seating surfaces.

5.

Carefully hold plunger tube (4) in position when
removing from valve bonnet (11) to prevent loss of
internal parts.

6.

Remove return spring (5) from plunger assembly (6),

7.

Remove four bonnet bolts (10) and separate the
valve bonnet (11) from the valve body (14).

8.

Carefully remove connecting spring (8) from the
diaphragm (12) and plunger (6) assemblies.

9.

Check seat disc (7) and diaphragm assembly (12)
for damage or wear.

10.

Replace O-rings (9 & 13), diaphragm assembly (12),
seat disc (7) and other parts as necessary.

11.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly re-install the seat disc (7) and
connecting spring (8).

12.

Tighten Tube Base Nut (4) to 18 to 24 in/lbs. and
bonnet bolts (10) to 40 to 45 in/lbs.

13.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to open check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
close, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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NS201(DC)

-- Service and Installation --

DESCRIPTION
The NS201 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally
closed, piloted, zero differential general purpose valves
specifically designed for drinking water and other food
products. All stainless steel or Noryl construction with synthetic
seating and sealing materials make them suitable for use with
a variety of liquids, oils and gases.
Valves may be mounted in any positions. A spring loaded
plunger assures positive shutoff. The S4 solenoid coil is rated
at 10 watts.

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/spring/seat disc assembly,
plunger tube assembly, O-rings and adapter ring.
REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, diaphragm assembly and
O-rings.

OPERATION
NS201 Valves are normally closed (N.C.) and open when
electrically energized.
SPECIFICATIONS
Use NS201 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (min./max. psi, voltage, hz, maximum media
temperature at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).
OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Ambient

o

o

32 - 125 F

o

Fluid

12/14/2016

REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART
Valve

Rebuild Kits

Repair Kits

NS201YF16FPCG4
NS201YF16FPDG4
NS201YF16FPEG5
NS201YF16F7CG4
NS201YF16F7DG4
NS201YF16F7EG5

KS201AF15G4-NSF

K201G4-NSF

KS201AF15G4-NSF

K201G4-NSF

KS201AF15G5-NSF

K201G5-NSF

KS201AF15G4-NSF

K201G4-NSF

KS201AF15G4-NSF

K201G4-NSF

KS201AF15G5-NSF

K201G5-NSF

o

32 - 295 F

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter .
2.
Valves are multipoised and may be mounted in any
position. Flow must be in direction indicated on the
valve body. If sediment is a problem, install a fine
mesh strainer having adequate capacity ahead of
the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.

COIL CHART
Valve

Voltage

DIN Coil

Conduit Coil

NS201YF16FPCG4
NS201YF16FPDG4
NS201YF16FPEG5
NS201YF16F7CG4
NS201YF16F7DG4
NS201YF16F7EG5

24V DC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

24V DC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

24V DC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

24V DC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

24V DC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

24V DC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

MAINTENANCE

COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.
Incorrect coil reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times,
take care not to nick, dent, or damage the plunger tube.

Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that NS201 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.

It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.
Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
are not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most NS201 valves.
When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, obtain the complete Serial Number and consult the
factory.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
Disassembly
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________

1.

Unscrew the hex nut (1). Remove with lockwasher
(2).

2.

Lift off the coil (3) from the plunger tube.

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Use a 1” spanner to remove solenoid base nut and
plunger tube (4). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (4) or valve seating surfaces.

5.

Carefully hold plunger tube (4) in position when
removing from valve bonnet (12) to prevent loss of
internal parts.

6.

Remove return spring (5) plunger assembly (7),

7.

Remove four bonnet bolts (11) and separate the
valve bonnet (12) from the valve body (15).

8.

Carefully remove connecting spring (9) from the
diaphragm (13) and plunger (7) assemblies.

9.

Check seat disc (8) and diaphragm assembly (13)
for damage or wear.

10.

Replace O-rings (10 & 14), diaphragm assembly
(13), seat disc (8) and other parts as necessary.

11.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly re-install the seat disc (8) and
connecting spring (9).

12.

Tighten tube base nut (4) to 18 to 24 in/lbs and
bonnet bolts 11) to 40 to 45 in/lbs.

13 .

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to open check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
close, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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NS211(AC)

-- Service and Installation --

DESCRIPTION
The NS211 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally
closed, piloted, general purpose valves specifically designed
for drinking water and other food products. All stainless steel or
Noryl construction with synthetic seating and sealing materials
make them suitable for use with a variety of liquids, oils and
gases.
Valves may be mounted in any positions. A spring loaded
plunger assures positive shutoff. The S4 solenoid coil is rated
at 10 watts.

12/14/2016

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/spring/seat disc assembly,
plunger tube assembly, O-rings and adapter ring.
REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, diaphragm assembly and
O-rings.

REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART

OPERATION
NS211 Valves are normally closed (N.C.) and open when
electrically energized.

Valve

Rebuild Kits

Repair Kits

NS211YF02FPCG4

KS211AF02G4-NSF

K211G4-NSF

NS211YF02FPDG4

KS211AF02G4-NSF

K211G4-NSF

SPECIFICATIONS
Use NS211 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (min./max. psi, voltage, hz, maximum media
temperature at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

NS211YF02FPEG5

KS211AF02G5-NSF

K211G5-NSF

NS211YF24FPCG4
NS211YF24FPDG4
NS211YF24FPEG5
NS211YF02F7CG4
NS211YF02F7DG4
NS211YF02F7EG5
NS211YF24F7CG4
NS211YF24F7DG4
NS211YF24F7EG5

KS211AF02G4-NSF

K211G4-NSF

KS211AF02G4-NSF

K211G4-NSF

KS211AF02G5-NSF

K211G5-NSF

KS211AF02G4-NSF

K211G4-NSF

KS211AF02G4-NSF

K211G4-NSF

KS211AF02G5-NSF

K211G5-NSF

KS211AF02G4-NSF

K211G4-NSF

KS211AF02G4-NSF

K211G4-NSF

KS211AF02G5-NSF

K211G5-NSF

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Ambient

o

o

32 - 125 F

o

Fluid

o

32 - 295 F

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter .
2.
Valves are multipoised and may be mounted in any
position. Flow must be in direction indicated on the
valve body. If sediment is a problem, install a fine
mesh strainer having adequate capacity ahead of
the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.

COIL CHART
Valve
NS211YF02FPCG4
NS211YF02FPDG4
NS211YF02FPEG5

NS211YF24FPCG4
NS211YF24FPDG4

MAINTENANCE

NS211YF24FPEG5
COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.
Incorrect coil reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times,
take care not to nick, dent, or damage the plunger tube.
It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.

NS211YF02F7CG4
NS211YF02F7DG4
NS211YF02F7EG5
NS211YF24F7CG4
NS211YF24F7DG4
NS211YF24F7EG5

Voltage
120V
50/60
120V
50/60
120V
50/60
24V
50/60
24V
50/60
24V
50/60
120V
50/60
120V
50/60
120V
50/60
24V
50/60
24V
50/60
24V
50/60

DIN Coil

Conduit Coil

HS3YN02

HS3GN02A24

HS3YN02

HS3GN02A24

HS3YN02

HS3GN02A24

HS3YN24

HS3GN24A24

HS3YN24

HS3GN24A24

HS3YN24

HS3GN24A24

HS3YN02

HS3GN02A24

HS3YN02

HS3GN02A24

HS3YN02

HS3GN02A24

HS3YN24

HS3GN24A24

HS3YN24

HS3GN24A24

HS3YN24

HS3GN24A24

Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
are not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most NS211 valves.
When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, obtain the complete Serial Number and consult the
factory.

Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that NS211 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
Disassembly
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________

1.

Unscrew the hex nut (1). Remove with lockwasher
(2).

2.

Lift off the coil (3) from the plunger tube.

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Use a 1” spanner to remove solenoid base nut and
plunger tube (4). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (4) or valve seating surfaces.

5.

Carefully hold plunger tube (4) in position when
removing from valve bonnet (10) to prevent loss of
internal parts.

6.

Remove plunger/spring assembly (5, 6, & 7),

7.

Remove four bonnet bolts (10) and separate the
valve bonnet (10) from the valve body (13).

8.

Check seat disc (7) and diaphragm assembly (11)
for damage or wear.

9.

Replace O-rings (8 & 12), diaphragm assembly (11),
seat disc (7) and other parts as necessary.

10.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly re-install the seat disc (7).

11.

Tighten tube base nut (4) to 18 to 24 in/lbs and
bonnet bolts (9) to 40 to 45 in/lbs.

12.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to open check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
close, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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NS211(DC)

-- Service and Installation --

DESCRIPTION
The NS211 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally
closed, piloted, general purpose valves specifically designed
for drinking water and other food products. All stainless steel or
Noryl construction with synthetic seating and sealing materials
make them suitable for use with a variety of liquids, oils and
gases.
Valves may be mounted in any positions. A spring loaded
plunger assures positive shutoff. The S4 solenoid coil is rated
at 10 watts.
OPERATION
NS211 Valves are normally closed (N.C.) and open when
electrically energized.
SPECIFICATIONS
Use NS211 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (min./max. psi, voltage, hz, maximum media
temperature at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).
OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Ambient

o

o

32 - 125 F

o

Fluid

12/14/2016

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/spring/seat disc assembly,
plunger tube assembly, O-rings and adapter ring.
REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, diaphragm assembly and
O-rings.

REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART
Valve

Rebuild Kits

Repair Kits

NS211YF16FPCG4
NS211YF16FPDG4
NS211YF16FPEG5
NS211YF16F7CG4
NS211YF16F7DG4
NS211YF16F7EG5

KS211AF15G4-NSF

K211G415-NSF

KS211AF15G4-NSF

K211G415-NSF

KS211AF15G5-NSF

K211G515-NSF

KS211AF15G4-NSF

K211G415-NSF

KS211AF15G4-NSF

K211G415-NSF

KS211AF15G5-NSF

K211G515-NSF

o

32 - 295 F

For other applications, consult the factory.
COIL CHART
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter .
2.
Valves are multipoised and may be mounted in any
position. Flow must be in direction indicated on the
valve body. If sediment is a problem, install a fine
mesh strainer having adequate capacity ahead of
the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.

Valve

Voltage

DIN Coil

Conduit Coil

NS211YF16FPCG4
NS211YF16FPDG4
NS211YF16FPEG5
NS211YF16F7CG4
NS211YF16F7DG4
NS211YF16F7EG5

24V DC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

24V DC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

24V DC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

24V DC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

24V DC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

24V DC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

MAINTENANCE

COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.
Incorrect coil reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times,
take care not to nick, dent, or damage the plunger tube.

Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that NS211 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.

It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.
Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
are not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most NS211 valves.
When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, obtain the complete Serial Number and consult the
factory.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
Disassembly
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________

1.

Unscrew the hex nut (1). Remove with lockwasher
(2).

2.

Lift off the coil (3) from the plunger tube.

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Use a 1” spanner to remove solenoid base nut and
plunger tube (4). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (4) or valve seating surfaces.

5.

Carefully hold plunger tube (4) in position when
removing from valve bonnet (11) to prevent loss of
internal parts.

6.

Remove return spring (5) plunger assembly (7),

7.

Remove four bonnet bolts (10) and separate the
valve bonnet (11) from the valve body (14).

8.

Check seat disc (8) snap ring (6) and diaphragm
assembly (12) for damage or wear.

9.

Replace O-rings (9 & 13), diaphragm assembly (12),
seat disc (8) and other parts as necessary.

10.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly re-install the seat disc (8).

11.

Tighten tube base nut (4) to 18 to 24 in/lbs and
bonnet bolts (10) to 40 to 45 in/lbs.

12.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to open check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
close, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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NS301

- Service and Installation -

12/14/2016

DESCRIPTION
The NS301 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally
closed, direct acting, general purpose valves specifically
designed for drinking water and other food products. All
stainless steel construction with synthetic seating and sealing
materials make them suitable for use with a variety of liquids,
oils and gases.
Valves may be mounted in any positions. A spring loaded
plunger assures positive shutoff. The S4 solenoid coil is rated
at 10 watts.

COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.
Incorrect coil reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times,
take care not to nick, dent, or damage the plunger tube.

OPERATION
NS301 Valves are normally closed (N.C.) and open when
electrically energized.

Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
are not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.

SPECIFICATIONS
Use NS301 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (min./max. psi, voltage, cycle, maximum media
temperature at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/spring/seat disc assembly,
plunger tube assembly, O-rings and adapter ring.

REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, and O-rings.

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Ambient

o

o

32 - 125 F

o

Fluid

o

32 - 295 F

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter .
2.
Valves are multipoised and may be mounted in any
position. Flow must be in direction indicated on the
valve body. If sediment is a problem, install a fine
mesh strainer having adequate capacity ahead of
the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.

REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART
Valve

Rebuild Kits

Repair Kits

NS301YF02C3BE7

KS301AF02E7-NSF

K301E7-NSF

NS301YF02C3BD5

KS301AF02C3-NSF

K301C3-NSF

NS301YF02C3BC9

KS301AF02C3-NSF

K301C3-NSF

NS301YF24C3BE7
NS301YF24C3BD5
NS301YF24C3BC9
NS301YF16C3BE7
NS301YF16C3BD5
NS301YF16C3BC9

KS301AF02E7-NSF

K301E7-NSF

KS301AF02C3-NSF

K301C3-NSF

KS301AF02C3-NSF

K301C3-NSF

KS301AF02E7-NSF

K301E7-NSF

KS301AF02C3-NSF

K301C3-NSF

KS301AF02C3-NSF

K301C3-NSF

MAINTENANCE
Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that NS301 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most NS301 valves.
When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, obtain the complete Serial Number and consult the
factory.

COIL CHART
Valve

Voltage

DIN Coil

Conduit Coil

NS301YF02C3BE7

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

NS301YF02C3BD5

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

NS301YF02C3BC9

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

NS301YF24C3BE7
NS301YF24C3BD5
NS301YF24C3BC9
NS301YF16C3BE7
NS301YF16C3BD5
NS301YF16C3BC9

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
DISASSEMBLY AND REPAIR KIT INSTALLATION
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________

1.

Unscrew the hex nut (1). Remove with lockwasher
(2).

2.

Lift off the coil (3) from the plunger tube.

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Use GC Valves spanner nut (106198E) or similar
tool to remove solenoid base nut (5) and plunger
tube (7). Do not nick dent or damage plunger tube
(7) or valve seating surfaces.

5.

Hold plunger tube (7) in position when removing
from valve body (12) to prevent loss of internal parts.

6.

Carefully remove the plunger/spring/seat disc
assembly (8, 9 & 10),

7.

Check seating surfaces on the seat disc (10) and
valve body (12) for damage or wear.

8.

Replace seat disc (10) body O-ring (11) and other
parts as necessary.

9.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly install the seat disc (10), plunger (9)
and plunger tube (7).

10.

Tighten solenoid base nut (5) to 25 In/Lbs.

11.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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REBUILD KIT INSTALLATION AND ASSEMBLY
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________

1.

Carefully install seat disc (9) and spring (7) on the
plunger (8).

2.

Place body O-ring (10) in valve body (11) operator
cavity..

3.

Place tube O-ring (5) on plunger tube (4) base.

4.

Thread adapter ring (6) on plunger tube (4) base.

5.

Place plunger assembly (7, 8 & 9) in valve body (11)
cavity.

6.

Carefully thread plunger tube assembly (4, 5 & 6)
into valve body (11).

7.

Use a 1” spanner to tighten solenoid base nut and
plunger tube (4). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (4) or valve seating surfaces.

8.

Tighten plunger tube base nut (4) to 24 In/Lbs.

9.

Replace coil (3), lockwasher (2) and top nut (1).
Tighten to approximately 25 In/Lbs.

11.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to open check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
close, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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S201(AC)

-- Service and Installation --

11/1/2016

DESCRIPTION
The S201 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally closed,
piloted, zero differential general purpose valves. All stainless
steel, brass or Noryl construction with synthetic seating and
sealing materials make them suitable for use with a variety of
liquids, oils and gases.
Valves may be mounted in any position. A spring loaded
plunger assures positive shutoff. The S4 solenoid coil is rated
at 10 watts.

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/spring/seat disc assembly,
plunger tube assembly, O-rings and adapter ring.

OPERATION
S201 Valves are normally closed (N.C.) and open when
electrically energized.

Valve

Rebuild Kits

Repair Kits

S201GF__C5CG4

KS201AF02C5CG4

K201C5C

S201GF__C5DG4

KS201AF02C5CG4

K201C5C

SPECIFICATIONS
Use S201 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (min./max. psi, voltage, hz, maximum media
temperature at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

S201GF__C5EG5

KS201AF02C5EG5

K201C5E

S201GF__N5CG4

KS201AF02N5CG4

K201N5C

S201GF__N5DG4

KS201AF02N5CG4

K201N5C

S201GF__N5EG5

KS201AF02N5EG5

K201N5E

S201GF__V5CG4

KS201AF02V5CG4

K201V5C

S201GF__V5DG4

KS201AF02V5CG4

K201V5C

S201GF__V5EG5

KS201AF02V5EG5

K201V5E

S201GF__E7CG4

KS201AF02E7CG4

K201E7C

S201GF__E7DG4

KS201AF02E7CG4

K201E7C

S201GF__E7EG5

KS201AF02E7EG5

K201E7E

S201GF__J7CG4

KS201AF02J7CG4

K201J7C

S201GF__J7DG4

KS201AF02J7CG4

K201J7C

S201GF__J7EG5

KS201AF02J7EG5

K201J7E

S201GF__L7CG4

KS201AF02L7CG4

K201L7C

S201GF__L7DG4

KS201AF02L7CG4

K201L7C

S201GF__L7EG5

KS201AF02L7EG5

K201L7E

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Ambient

o

o

32 - 125 F

o

Fluid

o

32 - 295 F

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter .
2.
Valves are multipoised and may be mounted in any
position. Flow must be in direction indicated on the
valve body. If sediment is a problem, install a fine
mesh strainer having adequate capacity ahead of
the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.
MAINTENANCE

COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.
Incorrect coil reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times,
take care not to nick, dent, or damage the plunger tube.
It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.
Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
are not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most S201 valves.

REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, diaphragm assembly and
O-rings.
REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART

COIL CHART
Valve

Voltage

DIN Coil

Conduit Coil

S201GF02__G4

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

S201GF02__G5

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

S201GF15__G4

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S201GF15__G5

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S201GF16__G4

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

S201GF16__G5

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

S201GF24__G4

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

S201GF24__G5

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that S201 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.

When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, obtain the complete Serial Number and consult the
factory.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
Disassembly
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________

1.

Unscrew the hex nut (1). Remove with lockwasher
(2).

2.

Lift off the coil (3) from the plunger tube.

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Use a 1” spanner to remove solenoid base nut and
plunger tube (4). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (4) or valve seating surfaces.

5.

Carefully hold plunger tube (4) in position when
removing from valve bonnet (11) to prevent loss of
internal parts.

6.

Remove return spring (5) from plunger assembly (6),

7.

Remove four bonnet bolts (10) and separate the
valve bonnet (11) from the valve body (14).

8.

Carefully remove connecting spring (8) from the
diaphragm (12) and plunger (6) assemblies.

9.

Check seat disc (7) and diaphragm assembly (12)
for damage or wear.

10.

Replace O-rings (9 & 13), diaphragm assembly (12),
seat disc (7) and other parts as necessary.

11.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly re-install the seat disc (7) and
connecting spring (8).

12.

Tighten Tube Base Nut (4) to 18 to 24 in/lbs. and
bonnet bolts (10) to 40 to 45 in/lbs.

13.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to open check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
close, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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S201(DC)

-- Service and Installation --

11/1/2016

DESCRIPTION
The S201 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally closed,
piloted, zero differential general purpose valves. All stainless
steel, brass or Noryl construction with synthetic seating and
sealing materials make them suitable for use with a variety of
liquids, oils and gases.
Valves may be mounted in any position. A spring loaded
plunger assures positive shutoff. The S4 solenoid coil is rated
at 10 watts.

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/spring/seat disc assembly,
plunger tube assembly, O-rings and adapter ring.

OPERATION
S201 Valves are normally closed (N.C.) and open when
electrically energized.

Valve

Rebuild Kits

Repair Kits

S201GF__C5CG4

KS201AF15C5CG4

K201C5C

S201GF__C5DG4

KS201AF15C5CG4

K201C5C

SPECIFICATIONS
Use S201 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (min./max. psi, voltage, hz, maximum media
temperature at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

S201GF__C5EG5

KS201AF15C5EG5

K201C5E

S201GF__N5CG4

KS201AF15N5CG4

K201N5C

S201GF__N5DG4

KS201AF15N5CG4

K201N5C

S201GF__N5EG5

KS201AF15N5EG5

K201N5E

S201GF__V5CG4

KS201AF15V5CG4

K201V5C

S201GF__V5DG4

KS201AF15V5CG4

K201V5C

S201GF__V5EG5

KS201AF15V5EG5

K201V5E

S201GF__E7CG4

KS201AF15E7CG4

K201E7C

S201GF__E7DG4

KS201AF15E7CG4

K201E7C

S201GF__E7EG5

KS201AF15E7EG5

K201E7E

S201GF__J7CG4

KS201AF15J7CG4

K201J7C

S201GF__J7DG4

KS201AF15J7CG4

K201J7C

S201GF__J7EG5

KS201AF15J7EG5

K201J7E

S201GF__L7CG4

KS201AF15L7CG4

K201L7C

S201GF__L7DG4

KS201AF15L7CG4

K201L7C

S201GF__L7EG5

KS201AF15L7EG5

K201L7E

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Ambient

o

o

32 - 125 F

o

Fluid

o

32 - 295 F

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter .
2.
Valves are multipoised and may be mounted in any
position. Flow must be in direction indicated on the
valve body. If sediment is a problem, install a fine
mesh strainer having adequate capacity ahead of
the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.
MAINTENANCE

COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.
Incorrect coil reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times,
take care not to nick, dent, or damage the plunger tube.
It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.
Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
are not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most S201 valves.

REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, diaphragm assembly and
O-rings.
REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART

COIL CHART
Valve

Voltage

DIN Coil

Conduit Coil

S201GF02__G4

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

S201GF02__G5

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

S201GF15__G4

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S201GF15__G5

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S201GF16__G4

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

S201GF16__G5

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

S201GF24__G4

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

S201GF24__G5

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that S201 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.

When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, obtain the complete Serial Number and consult the
factory.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
Disassembly
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________

1.

Unscrew the hex nut (1). Remove with lockwasher
(2).

2.

Lift off the coil (3) from the plunger tube.

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Use a 1” spanner to remove solenoid base nut and
plunger tube (4). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (4) or valve seating surfaces.

5.

Carefully hold plunger tube (4) in position when
removing from valve bonnet (12) to prevent loss of
internal parts.

6.

Remove return spring (5) plunger assembly (7),

7.

Remove four bonnet bolts (11) and separate the
valve bonnet (12) from the valve body (15).

8.

Carefully remove connecting spring (9) from the
diaphragm (13) and plunger (7) assemblies.

9.

Check seat disc (8) and diaphragm assembly (13)
for damage or wear.

10.

Replace O-rings (10 & 14), diaphragm assembly
(13), seat disc (8) and other parts as necessary.

11.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly re-install the seat disc (8) and
connecting spring (9).

12.

Tighten tube base nut (4) to 18 to 24 in/lbs and
bonnet bolts 11) to 40 to 45 in/lbs.

13 .

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to open check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
close, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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S202(DC)

-- Service and Installation --

11/1/2016

DESCRIPTION
The S202 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally open,
piloted, zero differential general purpose valves. All stainless
steel, brass or Noryl construction with synthetic seating and
sealing materials make them suitable for use with a variety of
liquids, oils and gases.
Valves may be mounted in any position. A spring loaded
plunger assures positive shutoff. The S4 solenoid coil is rated
at 10 watts.

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/spring/seat disc assembly,
plunger tube assembly, O-rings and adapter ring.

OPERATION
S202 Valves are normally open (N.O.) and close when
electrically energized.

Valve

Rebuild Kits

Repair Kits

S202GF__C5CG4

KS202AF15C5CG4

K202C5C

S202GF__C5DG4

KS202AF15C5CG4

K202C5C

SPECIFICATIONS
Use S202 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (min./max. psi, voltage, hz, maximum media
temperature at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

S202GF__C5EG5

KS202AF15C5EG5

K202C5E

S202GF__N5CG4

KS202AF15N5CG4

K202N5C

S202GF__N5DG4

KS202AF15N5CG4

K202N5C

S202GF__N5EG5

KS202AF15N5EG5

K202N5E

S202GF__V5CG4

KS202AF15V5CG4

K202V5C

S202GF__V5DG4

KS202AF15V5CG4

K202V5C

S202GF__V5EG5

KS202AF15V5EG5

K202V5E

S202GF__E7CG4

KS202AF15E7CG4

K202E7C

S202GF__E7DG4

KS202AF15E7CG4

K202E7C

S202GF__E7EG5

KS202AF15E7EG5

K202E7E

S202GF__J7CG4

KS202AF15J7CG4

K202J7C

S202GF__J7DG4

KS202AF15J7CG4

K202J7C

S202GF__J7EG5

KS202AF15J7EG5

K202J7E

S202GF__L7CG4

KS202AF15L7CG4

K202L7C

S202GF__L7DG4

KS202AF15L7CG4

K202L7C

S202GF__L7EG5

KS202AF15L7EG5

K202L7E

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Ambient

o

o

32 - 125 F

o

Fluid

o

32 - 295 F

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter .
2.
Valves are multipoised and may be mounted in any
position. Flow must be in direction indicated on the
valve body. If sediment is a problem, install a fine
mesh strainer having adequate capacity ahead of
the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.
MAINTENANCE

COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.
Incorrect coil reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times,
take care not to nick, dent, or damage the plunger tube.
It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.
Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
are not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most S202 valves.

REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, diaphragm assembly and
O-rings.
REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART

COIL CHART
Valve

Voltage

DIN Coil

Conduit Coil

S202GF02__G4

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

S202GF02__G5

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

S202GF15__G4

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S202GF15__G5

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S202GF16__G4

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

S202GF16__G5

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

S202GF24__G4

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

S202GF24__G5

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that S202 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.

When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, obtain the complete Serial Number and consult the
factory.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
Disassembly
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________

1.

Unscrew the hex nut (1). Remove with lockwasher
(2) and spacer (3).

2.

Lift off the coil (4) from the plunger tube.

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Use a 1” spanner to remove solenoid base nut and
plunger tube (5). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (5) or valve seating surfaces.

5.

Carefully hold plunger tube (5) in position when
removing from valve bonnet (15) to prevent loss of
internal parts.

6.

Carefully remove connecting spring (16) from the
seat retainer (10).

7.

Remove return spring (12) from bonnet (15),

8.

Remove four bonnet bolts (14) and separate the
valve bonnet (15) from the valve body (19).

9.

Carefully remove the connecting spring (16) from the
diaphragm assembly (17).

10.

Check seat disc (11) and diaphragm assembly (17)
for damage or wear.

11.

Replace O-rings (8, 13 & 18), diaphragm assembly
(17), seat disc (11) and other parts as necessary.

12.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly re-install the seat disc (11)
connecting spring (16) and PTFE strip (7).

13.

Tighten Tube Base Nut (5) to 18 to 24 in/lbs. and
bonnet bolts (14) to 40 to 45 in/lbs.

14.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to close check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
open, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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S202(AC)

-- Service and Installation --

11/1/2016

DESCRIPTION
The S202 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally open,
piloted, zero differential general purpose valves. All stainless
steel, brass or Noryl construction with synthetic seating and
sealing materials make them suitable for use with a variety of
liquids, oils and gases.
Valves may be mounted in any position. A spring loaded
plunger assures positive shutoff. The S4 solenoid coil is rated
at 10 watts.

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/spring/seat disc assembly,
plunger tube assembly, O-rings and adapter ring.

OPERATION
S202 Valves are normally open (N.O.) and close when
electrically energized.

Valve

Rebuild Kits

Repair Kits

S202GF__C5CG4

KS202AF02C5CG4

K202C5C

S202GF__C5DG4

KS202AF02C5CG4

K202C5C

SPECIFICATIONS
Use S202 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (min./max. psi, voltage, hz, maximum media
temperature at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

S202GF__C5EG5

KS202AF02C5EG5

K202C5E

S202GF__N5CG4

KS202AF02N5CG4

K202N5C

S202GF__N5DG4

KS202AF02N5CG4

K202N5C

S202GF__N5EG5

KS202AF02N5EG5

K202N5E

S202GF__V5CG4

KS202AF02V5CG4

K202V5C

S202GF__V5DG4

KS202AF02V5CG4

K202V5C

S202GF__V5EG5

KS202AF02V5EG5

K202V5E

S202GF__E7CG4

KS202AF02E7CG4

K202E7C

S202GF__E7DG4

KS202AF02E7CG4

K202E7C

S202GF__E7EG5

KS202AF02E7EG5

K202E7E

S202GF__J7CG4

KS202AF02J7CG4

K202J7C

S202GF__J7DG4

KS202AF02J7CG4

K202J7C

S202GF__J7EG5

KS202AF02J7EG5

K202J7E

S202GF__L7CG4

KS202AF02L7CG4

K202L7C

S202GF__L7DG4

KS202AF02L7CG4

K202L7C

S202GF__L7EG5

KS202AF02L7EG5

K202L7E

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Ambient

o

o

32 - 125 F

o

Fluid

o

32 - 295 F

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter .
2.
Valves are multipoised and may be mounted in any
position. Flow must be in direction indicated on the
valve body. If sediment is a problem, install a fine
mesh strainer having adequate capacity ahead of
the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.
MAINTENANCE

COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.
Incorrect coil reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times,
take care not to nick, dent, or damage the plunger tube.
It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.
Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
are not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most S202 valves.

REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, diaphragm assembly and
O-rings.
REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART

COIL CHART
Valve

Voltage

DIN Coil

Conduit Coil

S202GF02__G4

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

S202GF02__G5

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

S202GF15__G4

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S202GF15__G5

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S202GF16__G4

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

S202GF16__G5

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

S202GF24__G4

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

S202GF24__G5

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that S202 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.

When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, obtain the complete Serial Number and consult the
factory.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
Disassembly
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________

1.

Unscrew the hex nut (1). Remove with lockwasher
(2) and spacer (3).

2.

Lift off the coil (4) from the plunger tube.

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Use a 1” spanner to remove solenoid base nut and
plunger tube (5). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (5) or valve seating surfaces.

5.

Carefully hold plunger tube (5) in position when
removing from valve bonnet (15) to prevent loss of
internal parts.

6.

Carefully remove connecting spring (16) from the
seat retainer (10).

7.

Remove return spring (12) from bonnet (15),

8.

Remove four bonnet bolts (14) and separate the
valve bonnet (15) from the valve body (19).

9.

Carefully remove the connecting spring (16) from the
diaphragm assembly (17).

10.

Check seat disc (11) and diaphragm assembly (17)
for damage or wear.

11.

Replace O-rings (8, 13 & 18), diaphragm assembly
(17), seat disc (11) and other parts as necessary.

12.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly re-install the seat disc (11)
connecting spring (16) and PTFE strip (7).

13.

Tighten Tube Base Nut (4) to 18 to 24 in/lbs. and
bonnet bolts (10) to 40 to 45 in/lbs.

14.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to close check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
open, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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S212(DC)

-- Service and Installation --

11/1/2016

DESCRIPTION
The S212 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally open,
piloted, general purpose valves. All stainless steel, brass or
Noryl construction with synthetic seating and sealing materials
make them suitable for use with a variety of liquids, oils and
gases.
Valves may be mounted in any position. A spring loaded
plunger assures positive shutoff. The S4 solenoid coil is rated
at 10 watts.

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/spring/seat disc assembly,
plunger tube assembly, O-rings and adapter ring.

OPERATION
S212 Valves are normally open (N.O.) and close when
electrically energized.

Valve

Rebuild Kits

Repair Kits

S212GF__C5CG4

KS212AF15C5CG4

K212C5C

S212GF__C5DG4

KS212AF15C5CG4

K212C5C

SPECIFICATIONS
Use S212 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (min./max. psi, voltage, hz, maximum media
temperature at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

S212GF__C5EG5

KS212AF15C5EG5

K212C5E

S212GF__N5CG4

KS212AF15N5CG4

K212N5C

S212GF__N5DG4

KS212AF15N5CG4

K212N5C

S212GF__N5EG5

KS212AF15N5EG5

K212N5E

S212GF__V5CG4

KS212AF15V5CG4

K212V5C

S212GF__V5DG4

KS212AF15V5CG4

K212V5C

S212GF__V5EG5

KS212AF15V5EG5

K212V5E

S212GF__E7CG4

KS212AF15E7CG4

K212E7C

S212GF__E7DG4

KS212AF15E7CG4

K212E7C

S212GF__E7EG5

KS212AF15E7EG5

K212E7E

S212GF__J7CG4

KS212AF15J7CG4

K212J7C

S212GF__J7DG4

KS212AF15J7CG4

K212J7C

S212GF__J7EG5

KS212AF15J7EG5

K212J7E

S212GF__L7CG4

KS212AF15L7CG4

K212L7C

S212GF__L7DG4

KS212AF15L7CG4

K212L7C

S212GF__L7EG5

KS212AF15L7EG5

K212L7E

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Ambient

o

o

32 - 125 F

o

Fluid

o

32 - 295 F

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter .
2.
Valves are multipoised and may be mounted in any
position. Flow must be in direction indicated on the
valve body. If sediment is a problem, install a fine
mesh strainer having adequate capacity ahead of
the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.
MAINTENANCE

COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.
Incorrect coil reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times,
take care not to nick, dent, or damage the plunger tube.
It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.
Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
are not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most S212 valves.

REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, diaphragm assembly and
O-rings.
REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART

COIL CHART
Valve

Voltage

DIN Coil

Conduit Coil

S212GF02__G4

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

S212GF02__G5

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

S212GF15__G4

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S212GF15__G5

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S212GF16__G4

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

S212GF16__G5

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

S212GF24__G4

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

S212GF24__G5

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that S212 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.

When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, obtain the complete Serial Number and consult the
factory.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
Disassembly
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________

1.

Unscrew the hex nut (1). Remove with lockwasher
(2) and spacer (3).

2.

Lift off the coil (4) from the plunger tube.

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Use a 1” spanner to remove solenoid base nut and
plunger tube (5). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (5) or valve seating surfaces.

5.

Carefully hold plunger tube (5) in position when
removing from valve bonnet (15) to prevent loss of
internal parts.

6.

Remove return spring (12) from bonnet (15),

7.

Remove four bonnet bolts (14) and separate the
valve bonnet (15) from the valve body (18).

8.

Check seat disc (11) and diaphragm assembly (16)
for damage or wear.

9.

Replace O-rings (8, 13 & 17), diaphragm assembly
(16), seat disc (11) and other parts as necessary.

10.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly re-install the seat disc (11) and
PTFE strip (7).
Tighten Tube Base Nut (4) to 18 to 24 in/lbs. and
bonnet bolts (10) to 40 to 45 in/lbs.

11.

12.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to close check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
open, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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S212(AC)

-- Service and Installation --

11/1/2016

DESCRIPTION
The S212 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally open,
piloted, general purpose valves. All stainless steel, brass or
Noryl construction with synthetic seating and sealing materials
make them suitable for use with a variety of liquids, oils and
gases.
Valves may be mounted in any position. A spring loaded
plunger assures positive shutoff. The S4 solenoid coil is rated
at 10 watts.

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/spring/seat disc assembly,
plunger tube assembly, O-rings and adapter ring.

OPERATION
S212 Valves are normally open (N.O.) and close when
electrically energized.

Valve

Rebuild Kits

Repair Kits

S212GF__C5CG4

KS212AF02C5CG4

K212C5C

S212GF__C5DG4

KS212AF02C5CG4

K212C5C

SPECIFICATIONS
Use S212 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (min./max. psi, voltage, hz, maximum media
temperature at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

S212GF__C5EG5

KS212AF02C5EG5

K212C5E

S212GF__N5CG4

KS212AF02N5CG4

K212N5C

S212GF__N5DG4

KS212AF02N5CG4

K212N5C

S212GF__N5EG5

KS212AF02N5EG5

K212N5E

S212GF__V5CG4

KS212AF02V5CG4

K212V5C

S212GF__V5DG4

KS212AF02V5CG4

K212V5C

S212GF__V5EG5

KS212AF02V5EG5

K212V5E

S212GF__E7CG4

KS212AF02E7CG4

K212E7C

S212GF__E7DG4

KS212AF02E7CG4

K212E7C

S212GF__E7EG5

KS212AF02E7EG5

K212E7E

S212GF__J7CG4

KS212AF02J7CG4

K212J7C

S212GF__J7DG4

KS212AF02J7CG4

K212J7C

S212GF__J7EG5

KS212AF02J7EG5

K212J7E

S212GF__L7CG4

KS212AF02L7CG4

K212L7C

S212GF__L7DG4

KS212AF02L7CG4

K212L7C

S212GF__L7EG5

KS212AF02L7EG5

K212L7E

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Ambient

o

o

32 - 125 F

o

Fluid

o

32 - 295 F

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter .
2.
Valves are multipoised and may be mounted in any
position. Flow must be in direction indicated on the
valve body. If sediment is a problem, install a fine
mesh strainer having adequate capacity ahead of
the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.
MAINTENANCE

COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.
Incorrect coil reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times,
take care not to nick, dent, or damage the plunger tube.
It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.
Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
are not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most S212 valves.

REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, diaphragm assembly and
O-rings.
REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART

COIL CHART
Valve

Voltage

DIN Coil

Conduit Coil

S212GF02__G4

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

S212GF02__G5

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

S212GF15__G4

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S212GF15__G5

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S212GF16__G4

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

S212GF16__G5

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

S212GF24__G4

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

S212GF24__G5

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that S212 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.

When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, obtain the complete Serial Number and consult the
factory.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
Disassembly
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________

1.

Unscrew the hex nut (1). Remove with lockwasher
(2) and spacer (3).

2.

Lift off the coil (4) from the plunger tube.

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Use a 1” spanner to remove solenoid base nut and
plunger tube (5). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (5) or valve seating surfaces.

5.

Carefully hold plunger tube (5) in position when
removing from valve bonnet (15) to prevent loss of
internal parts.

6.

Remove return spring (12) from bonnet (15),

7.

Remove four bonnet bolts (14) and separate the
valve bonnet (15) from the valve body (18).

8.

Check seat disc (11) and diaphragm assembly (16)
for damage or wear.

9.

Replace O-rings (8, 13 & 17), diaphragm assembly
(16), seat disc (11) and other parts as necessary.

10.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly re-install the seat disc (11) and
PTFE strip (7).
Tighten Tube Base Nut (4) to 18 to 24 in/lbs. and
bonnet bolts (10) to 40 to 45 in/lbs.

11.

12.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to close check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
open, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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S211(DC)

-- Service and Installation --

11/1/2016

DESCRIPTION
The S211 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally closed,
piloted, general purpose valves. All stainless steel, brass or
Noryl construction with synthetic seating and sealing materials
make them suitable for use with a variety of liquids, oils and
gases.
Valves may be mounted in any position. A spring loaded
plunger assures positive shutoff. The S4 solenoid coil is rated
at 10 watts.

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/spring/seat disc assembly,
plunger tube assembly, O-rings and adapter ring.

OPERATION
S211 Valves are normally closed (N.C.) and open when
electrically energized.

Valve

Rebuild Kits

Repair Kits

S211GF__C5CG4

KS211AF15C5CG4

K211C5C

S211GF__C5DG4

KS211AF15C5CG4

K211C5C

SPECIFICATIONS
Use S211 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (min./max. psi, voltage, hz, maximum media
temperature at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

S211GF__C5EG5

KS211AF15C5EG5

K211C5E

S211GF__N5CG4

KS211AF15N5CG4

K211N5C

S211GF__N5DG4

KS211AF15N5CG4

K211N5C

S211GF__N5EG5

KS211AF15N5EG5

K211N5E

S211GF__V5CG4

KS211AF15V5CG4

K211V5C

S211GF__V5DG4

KS211AF15V5CG4

K211V5C

S211GF__V5EG5

KS211AF15V5EG5

K211V5E

S211GF__E7CG4

KS211AF15E7CG4

K211E7C

S211GF__E7DG4

KS211AF15E7CG4

K211E7C

S211GF__E7EG5

KS211AF15E7EG5

K211E7E

S211GF__J7CG4

KS211AF15J7CG4

K211J7C

S211GF__J7DG4

KS211AF15J7CG4

K211J7C

S211GF__J7EG5

KS211AF15J7EG5

K211J7E

S211GF__L7CG4

KS211AF15L7CG4

K211L7C

S211GF__L7DG4

KS211AF15L7CG4

K211L7C

S211GF__L7EG5

KS211AF15L7EG5

K211L7E

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Ambient

o

o

32 - 125 F

o

Fluid

o

32 - 295 F

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter .
2.
Valves are multipoised and may be mounted in any
position. Flow must be in direction indicated on the
valve body. If sediment is a problem, install a fine
mesh strainer having adequate capacity ahead of
the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.
MAINTENANCE

COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.
Incorrect coil reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times,
take care not to nick, dent, or damage the plunger tube.
It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.
Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
are not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most S211 valves.

REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, diaphragm assembly and
O-rings.
REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART

COIL CHART
Valve

Voltage

DIN Coil

Conduit Coil

S211GF02__G4

120V 50/60

HS3YN02

HS3GN02A24

S211GF02__G5

120V 50/60

HS3YN02

HS3GN02A24

S211GF15__G4

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S211GF15__G5

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S211GF16__G4

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

S211GF16__G5

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

S211GF24__G4

24V 50/60

HS3YN24

HS3GN24A24

S211GF24__G5

24V 50/60

HS3YN24

HS3GN24A24

Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that S211 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.

When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, obtain the complete Serial Number and consult the
factory.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
Disassembly
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________

1.

Unscrew the hex nut (1). Remove with lockwasher
(2).

2.

Lift off the coil (3) from the plunger tube.

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Use a 1” spanner to remove solenoid base nut and
plunger tube (4). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (4) or valve seating surfaces.

5.

Carefully hold plunger tube (4) in position when
removing from valve bonnet (11) to prevent loss of
internal parts.

6.

Remove return spring (5) plunger assembly (7),

7.

Remove four bonnet bolts (10) and separate the
valve bonnet (11) from the valve body (14).

8.

Check seat disc (8) snap ring (6) and diaphragm
assembly (12) for damage or wear.

9.

Replace O-rings (9 & 13), diaphragm assembly (12),
seat disc (8) and other parts as necessary.

10.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly re-install the seat disc (8).

11.

Tighten tube base nut (4) to 18 to 24 in/lbs and
bonnet bolts (10) to 40 to 45 in/lbs.

12.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to open check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
close, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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S211(AC)

-- Service and Installation --

11/1/2016

DESCRIPTION
The S211 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally closed,
piloted, general purpose valves. All stainless steel, brass or
Noryl construction with synthetic seating and sealing materials
make them suitable for use with a variety of liquids, oils and
gases.
Valves may be mounted in any position. A spring loaded
plunger assures positive shutoff. The S4 solenoid coil is rated
at 10 watts.

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/spring/seat disc assembly,
plunger tube assembly, O-rings and adapter ring.

OPERATION
S211 Valves are normally closed (N.C.) and open when
electrically energized.

Valve

Rebuild Kits

Repair Kits

S211GF__C5CG4

KS211AF02C5CG4

K211C5C

S211GF__C5DG4

KS211AF02C5CG4

K211C5C

SPECIFICATIONS
Use S211 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (min./max. psi, voltage, hz, maximum media
temperature at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

S211GF__C5EG5

KS211AF02C5EG5

K211C5E

S211GF__N5CG4

KS211AF02N5CG4

K211N5C

S211GF__N5DG4

KS211AF02N5CG4

K211N5C

S211GF__N5EG5

KS211AF02N5EG5

K211N5E

S211GF__V5CG4

KS211AF02V5CG4

K211V5C

S211GF__V5DG4

KS211AF02V5CG4

K211V5C

S211GF__V5EG5

KS211AF02V5EG5

K211V5E

S211GF__E7CG4

KS211AF02E7CG4

K211E7C

S211GF__E7DG4

KS211AF02E7CG4

K211E7C

S211GF__E7EG5

KS211AF02E7EG5

K211E7E

S211GF__J7CG4

KS211AF02J7CG4

K211J7C

S211GF__J7DG4

KS211AF02J7CG4

K211J7C

S211GF__J7EG5

KS211AF02J7EG5

K211J7E

S211GF__L7CG4

KS211AF02L7CG4

K211L7C

S211GF__L7DG4

KS211AF02L7CG4

K211L7C

S211GF__L7EG5

KS211AF02L7EG5

K211L7E

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Ambient

o

o

32 - 125 F

o

Fluid

o

32 - 295 F

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter .
2.
Valves are multipoised and may be mounted in any
position. Flow must be in direction indicated on the
valve body. If sediment is a problem, install a fine
mesh strainer having adequate capacity ahead of
the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.
MAINTENANCE

COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.
Incorrect coil reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times,
take care not to nick, dent, or damage the plunger tube.
It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.
Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
are not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most S211 valves.

REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, diaphragm assembly and
O-rings.
REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART

COIL CHART
Valve

Voltage

DIN Coil

Conduit Coil

S211GF02__G4

120V 50/60

HS3YN02

HS3GN02A24

S211GF02__G5

120V 50/60

HS3YN02

HS3GN02A24

S211GF15__G4

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S211GF15__G5

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S211GF16__G4

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

S211GF16__G5

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

S211GF24__G4

24V 50/60

HS3YN24

HS3GN24A24

S211GF24__G5

24V 50/60

HS3YN24

HS3GN24A24

Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that S211 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.

When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, obtain the complete Serial Number and consult the
factory.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
Disassembly
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________

1.

Unscrew the hex nut (1). Remove with lockwasher
(2).

2.

Lift off the coil (3) from the plunger tube.

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Use a 1” spanner to remove solenoid base nut and
plunger tube (4). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (4) or valve seating surfaces.

5.

Carefully hold plunger tube (4) in position when
removing from valve bonnet (10) to prevent loss of
internal parts.

6.

Remove plunger/spring assembly (5, 6, & 7),

7.

Remove four bonnet bolts (10) and separate the
valve bonnet (10) from the valve body (13).

8.

Check seat disc (7) and diaphragm assembly (11)
for damage or wear.

9.

Replace O-rings (8 & 12), diaphragm assembly (11),
seat disc (7) and other parts as necessary.

10.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly re-install the seat disc (7).

11.

Tighten tube base nut (4) to 18 to 24 in/lbs and
bonnet bolts (9) to 40 to 45 in/lbs.

12.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to open check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
close, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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S271(DC) -- Service and Installation --

11/1/2016

DESCRIPTION
The S271 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally closed,
piloted, zero differential general purpose valves. Stainless
steel or Brassl construction with synthetic seating and sealing
materials make them suitable for use with a variety of liquids,
oils and gases.
Valves should be mounted with the operator in a vertical
position. A spring loaded plunger assures positive shutoff. The
S5 solenoid coil is rated at 17.5 watts AC and 22.5 watts DC.

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/seat disc assembly, spring,
diaphragm assembly, plunger tube assembly and O-rings.

OPERATION
S271 Valves are normally closed (N.C.) and open when
electrically energized.

Valve

Rebuild Kits (DC)

S271AF__C5FG9

KS271AF15C5FG9

K271C5F

S271AF__C5GJ2

KS271AF15C5GJ2

K271C5G

SPECIFICATIONS
Use S271 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (min./max. psi, voltage, hz, maximum media
temperature at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

S271AF__C5HJ2

KS271AF15C5GJ2

K271C5G

S271AF__C5JJ2

KS271AF15C5GJ2

K271C5G

S271AF__N5FG9

KS271AF15N5FG9

K271N5F

S271AF__N5GJ2

KS271AF15N5GJ2

K271N5G

S271AF__N5HJ2

KS271AF15N5GJ2

K271N5G

S271AF__N5JJ2

KS271AF15N5GJ2

K271N5G

S271AF__V5FG9

KS271AF15V5FG9

K271V5F

S271AF__V5GJ2

KS271AF15V5GJ2

K271V5G

S271AF__V5HJ2

KS271AF15V5GJ2

K271V5G

S271AF__V5JJ2

KS271AF15V5GJ2

K271V5G

S271AF__E7FG9

KS271AF15E7FG9

K271E7F

S271AF__E7GJ2

KS271AF15E7GJ2

K271E7G

S271AF__E7HJ2

KS271AF15E7GJ2

K271E7G

S271AF__E7JJ2

KS271AF15E7GJ2

K271E7G

S271AF__J7FG9

KS271AF15J7FG9

K271J7F

S271AF__J7GJ2

KS271AF15J7GJ2

K271J7G

S271AF__J7HJ2

KS271AF15J7GJ2

K271J7G

S271AF__J7JJ2

KS271AF15J7GJ2

K271J7G

S271AF__L7FG9

KS271AF15L7FG9

K271L7F

S271AF__L7GJ2

KS271AF15L7GJ2

K271L7G

S271AF__L7HJ2

KS271AF15L7GJ2

K271L7G

S271AF__L7JJ2

KS271AF15L7GJ2

K271L7G

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Ambient
o
o
32 - 125 F
o
o
32 - 125 F
o
o
32 - 125 F

Elastomer
EPR
Niitrile
FKM

Fluid (EPR)
o
o
32 - 295 F
o
o
32 - 180 F
o
o
32 - 230 F

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter .
2.
Valves should be mounted with the operator in a
vertical/upright position. Flow must be in direction
indicated on the valve body. If sediment is a
problem, install a fine mesh strainer having
adequate capacity ahead of the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid coil removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.

REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, O-rings and diaphragm
assembly
REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART
Repair Kits

MAINTENANCE
COIL CHART
COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.
It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.
Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
are not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most S271 valves.

S271AF15_____

12 VDC

CS5BF15A24

S271AF16_____

24 VDC

CS5BF16A24

Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that S271 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.

When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, consult the factory.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
Disassembly
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________
1.

Disconnect electrical connections and remove
retaining screw (1). Remove with lockwasher (2).

2.

Lift off the coil housing (3) and coil magnetic
assembly (4, 5, 6, 7, & 8) from the plunger tube (9)

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Use a 1 3/8” spanner to remove solenoid base nut
and plunger tube (9). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (9) or valve seating surfaces.

5.

Carefully hold plunger tube (9) in position when
removing from valve bonnet (12) to prevent loss of
internal parts.

6.

Remove return spring (13) plunger assembly (14),

7.

Remove four bonnet bolts (11) and separate the
valve bonnet (12) from the valve body (20).

8.

Carefully remove connecting spring (16) from the
diaphragm (17) and plunger (14) assemblies.

9.

Check seat disc (15) and diaphragm assembly (17)
for damage or wear.

10.

Replace O-rings (10, 18 & 19), diaphragm assembly
(17), seat disc (15) and other parts as necessary.

11.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly re-install the seat disc (15) and
connecting spring (16).

12.

Tighten Tube Base Nut (9)) 18 to 24 in/lbs, and
bonnet bolts (11) to 40 to 45 in/lbs.

13.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to open check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
close, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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S271(AC) -- Service and Installation --

11/1/2016

DESCRIPTION
The S271 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally closed,
piloted, zero differential general purpose valves. Stainless
steel or Brass construction with synthetic seating and sealing
materials make them suitable for use with a variety of liquids,
oils and gases.
Valves should be mounted with the operator in a vertical
position.. A spring loaded plunger assures positive shutoff. The
S5 solenoid coil is rated at 17.5 watts AC and 22.5 watts DC.

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/seat disc assembly, spring,
diaphragm assembly, plunger tube assembly and O-rings.

OPERATION
S271 Valves are normally closed (N.C.) and open when
electrically energized.

Valve

Rebuild Kits

S271AF__C5FG9

KS271AF02C5FG9

K271C5F

S271AF__C5GJ2

KS271AF02C5GJ2

K271C5G

SPECIFICATIONS
Use S271 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (min./max. psi, voltage, hz, maximum media
temperature at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

S271AF__C5HJ2

KS271AF02C5GJ2

K271C5G

S271AF__C5JJ2

KS271AF02C5GJ2

K271C5G

S271AF__N5FG9

KS271AF02N5FG9

K271N5F

S271AF__N5GJ2

KS271AF02N5GJ2

K271N5G

S271AF__N5HJ2

KS271AF02N5GJ2

K271N5G

S271AF__N5JJ2

KS271AF02N5GJ2

K271N5G

S271AF__V5FG9

KS271AF02V5FG9

K271V5F

S271AF__V5GJ2

KS271AF02V5GJ2

K271V5G

S271AF__V5HJ2

KS271AF02V5GJ2

K271V5G

S271AF__V5JJ2

KS271AF02V5GJ2

K271V5G

S271AF__E7FG9

KS271AF02E7FG9

K271E7F

S271AF__E7GJ2

KS271AF02E7GJ2

K271E7G

S271AF__E7HJ2

KS271AF02E7GJ2

K271E7G

S271AF__E7JJ2

KS271AF02E7GJ2

K271E7G

S271AF__J7FG9

KS271AF02J7FG9

K271J7F

S271AF__J7GJ2

KS271AF02J7GJ2

K271J7G

S271AF__J7HJ2

KS271AF02J7GJ2

K271J7G

S271AF__J7JJ2

KS271AF02J7GJ2

K271J7G

S271AF__L7FG9

KS271AF02L7FG9

K271L7F

S271AF__L7GJ2

KS271AF02L7GJ2

K271L7G

S271AF__L7HJ2

KS271AF02L7GJ2

K271L7G

S271AF__L7JJ2

KS271AF02L7GJ2

K271L7G

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Ambient
o
o
32 - 125 F
o
o
32 - 125 F
o
o
32 - 125 F

Elastomer
EPR
Niitrile
FKM

Fluid (EPR)
o
o
32 - 295 F
o
o
32 - 180 F
o
o
32 - 230 F

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter .
2.
Valves should be mounted with the operator in a
vertical/upright position. Flow must be in direction
indicated on the valve body. If sediment is a
problem, install a fine mesh strainer having
adequate capacity ahead of the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid coil removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.

REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, O-rings and diaphragm
assembly.
REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART
Repair Kits

MAINTENANCE
COIL CHART
COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.
Incorrect coil reassembly can cause coil burnout.
It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under DISASSEMBLY. Disassemble
solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of placement and
quantity parts.
Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
are not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most S271 valves.
When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, consult the factory.

S271AF01_____

24V 60HZ

CS5AF01A24

S271AF02_____

120V 60Hz 110V 50Hz

CS5AF02A24

S271AF03____

208V 60Hz

CS5AF03A24

S271AF04_____

240V 60Hz 220V 50Hz

CS5AF04A24

S271AF15_____

12 VDC

CS5BF15A24

S271AF16_____

24 VDC

CS5BF16A24

Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that S271 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
Disassembly
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________
1.

Disconnect electrical connections and remove
retaining screw (1). Remove with lockwasher (2).

2.

Lift off the coil housing (3) and coil magnetic
assembly (4, 5, 6, 7, & 8) from the plunger tube (9)

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Use a 1 3/8” spanner to remove solenoid base nut
and plunger tube (9). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (9) or valve seating surfaces.

5.

Carefully hold plunger tube (9) in position when
removing from valve bonnet (12) to prevent loss of
internal parts.

6.

Remove return spring (13) plunger assembly (14),

7.

Remove four bonnet bolts (11) and separate the
valve bonnet (12) from the valve body (20).

8.

Carefully remove connecting spring (16) from the
diaphragm (17) and plunger (14) assemblies.

9.

Check seat disc (15) and diaphragm assembly (17)
for damage or wear.

10.

Replace O-rings (10, 18 & 19), diaphragm assembly
(17), seat disc (15) and other parts as necessary.

11.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly re-install the seat disc (15) and
connecting spring (16).

12.

Tighten Tube Base Nut (9)) 18 to 24 in/lbs, and
bonnet bolts (11) to 40 to 45 in/lbs.

13.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to open check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
close, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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S272(AC) -- Service and Installation -DESCRIPTION
The S272 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally open,
piloted, zero differential general purpose valves. Stainless
steel or Brass construction with synthetic seating and sealing
materials make them suitable for use with a variety of liquids,
oils and gases.
Valves should be mounted with the operator in a vertical
position.. A spring loaded plunger assures positive shutoff.
The S5 solenoid coil is rated at 17.5 watts AC and 22.5 watts
DC.

12/14/18

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/seat disc assembly,
spring, diaphragm assembly, plunger tube assembly and Orings.
REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, O-rings and diaphragm
assembly.
REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART

OPERATION
S272 Valves are normally open (N.O.) and close when
electrically energized.

Valve

Rebuild Kits

S272AF__C5FG9

KS272AF02C5FG9

K272C5F

SPECIFICATIONS
Use S272 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (min./max. psi, voltage, hz, maximum media
temperature at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

S272AF__C5GJ2

KS272AF02C5GJ2

K272C5G

S272AF__C5HJ2

KS272AF02C5GJ2

K272C5G

S272AF__C5JJ2

KS272AF02C5GJ2

K272C5G

S272AF__N5FG9

KS272AF02N5FG9

K272N5F

S272AF__N5GJ2

KS272AF02N5GJ2

K272N5G

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Ambient
Elastomer
32o - 125o F

EPR

Repair Kits

S272AF__N5HJ2

KS272AF02N5GJ2

K272N5G

Fluid

S272AF__N5JJ2

KS272AF02N5GJ2

K272N5G

32o - 295o F

S272AF__V5FG9

KS272AF02V5FG9

K272V5F

KS272AF02V5GJ2

K272V5G

32 - 125 F

Nitrile

32 - 180 F

S272AF__V5GJ2

32o - 125o F

FKM

32o - 230o F

S272AF__V5HJ2

KS272AF02V5GJ2

K272V5G

S272AF__V5JJ2

KS272AF02V5GJ2

K272V5G

S272AF__E7FG9

KS272AF02E7FG9

K272E7F

S272AF__E7GJ2

KS272AF02E7GJ2

K272E7G

S272AF__E7HJ2

KS272AF02E7GJ2

K272E7G

S272AF__E7JJ2

KS272AF02E7GJ2

K272E7G

S272AF__J7FG9

KS272AF02J7FG9

K272J7F

S272AF__J7GJ2

KS272AF02J7GJ2

K272J7G

S272AF__J7HJ2

KS272AF02J7GJ2

K272J7G

S272AF__J7JJ2

KS272AF02J7GJ2

K272J7G

S272AF__L7FG9

KS272AF02L7FG9

K272L7F

S272AF__L7GJ2

KS272AF02L7GJ2

K272L7G

S272AF__L7HJ2

KS272AF02L7GJ2

K272L7G

S272AF__L7JJ2

KS272AF02L7GJ2

K272L7G

o

o

o

o

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter.
2.
Valves should be mounted with the operator in a
vertical/upright position. Flow must be in direction
indicated on the valve body. If sediment is a
problem, install a fine mesh strainer having
adequate capacity ahead of the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid coil removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.
MAINTENANCE
COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid
before disconnecting the coil lead wires.
Incorrect coil reassembly can cause coil burnout.
It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under DISASSEMBLY. Disassemble
solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of placement and
quantity parts.
Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
care not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most S272 valves.
When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is
not listed, consult the factory.

COIL CHART
S272AF01_____

24V 60HZ

CS5AF01A24

S272AF02_____

120V 60Hz 110V 50Hz

CS5AF02A24

S272AF03____

208V 60Hz

CS5AF03A24

S272AF04_____

240V 60Hz 220V 50Hz

CS5AF04A24

S272AF15_____

12 VDC

CS5BF15A24

S272AF16_____

24 VDC

CS5BF16A24

Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that S272 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be
cleaned where flow media or service conditions may
determine life of valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive
leakage occurs or if the operation is sluggish, the unit must be
cleaned.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE-Disassembly
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________
1.

Disconnect electrical connections and remove
retaining screw (1) lockwasher (2) and spacer (3).

2.

Lift off the coil housing (4) and coil magnetic
assembly (5, 6, 7, 8, & 9) from the plunger tube
(10)

3.

Use a 1 3/8” spanner to remove solenoid base nut
and plunger tube (10). Do not nick, dent, or
damage plunger tube (10).

5.

Carefully hold plunger tube (10) in position when
removing from valve bonnet (20) to prevent loss of
internal parts.

6.

Remove and retain plunger (12), push pin (13) and
tube head (15). O-rings (11) and (14) should be
replaced.

7.

Remove four bonnet bolts (19) and separate the
valve bonnet (20) from the valve body (25).

8.

Carefully remove connecting spring (21) from the
diaphragm (22) and seat retainer (16) assemblies.

9.

Check the disc in the seat retainer (16) and
diaphragm assembly (17) for damage or wear.

10.

Replace O-rings (23 & 24), diaphragm assembly
(22), seat disc in the seat retainer (16) and other
parts as necessary.

11.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly re-install the seat retainer (16),
connecting spring (21) and return spring (17)
assembly.

12.

Tighten Tube Base Nut (10)) 18 to 24 in/lbs, and
bonnet bolts (19) to 40 to 45 in/lbs.

13.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to close check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
close, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to
insure proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check voltage-clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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S272(DC) -- Service and Installation -DESCRIPTION
The S272 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally open,
piloted, zero differential general purpose valves. Stainless
steel or Brass construction with synthetic seating and sealing
materials make them suitable for use with a variety of liquids,
oils and gases.
Valves should be mounted with the operator in a vertical
position.. A spring loaded plunger assures positive shutoff.
The S5 solenoid coil is rated at 17.5 watts AC and 22.5 watts
DC.

12/14/18

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/seat disc assembly,
spring, diaphragm assembly, plunger tube assembly and Orings.
REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, O-rings and diaphragm
assembly.
REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART

OPERATION
S272 Valves are normally open (N.O.) and close when
electrically energized.

Valve

Rebuild Kits

S272AF__C5FG9

KS272AF15C5FG9

K272C5F

SPECIFICATIONS
Use S272 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (min./max. psi, voltage, hz, maximum media
temperature at F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

S272AF__C5GJ2

KS272AF15C5GJ2

K272C5G

S272AF__C5HJ2

KS272AF15C5GJ2

K272C5G

S272AF__C5JJ2

KS272AF15C5GJ2

K272C5G

S272AF__N5FG9

KS272AF15N5FG9

K272N5F

S272AF__N5GJ2

KS272AF15N5GJ2

K272N5G

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Ambient
Elastomer
32o - 125o F

EPR

Repair Kits

S272AF__N5HJ2

KS272AF15N5GJ2

K272N5G

Fluid

S272AF__N5JJ2

KS272AF15N5GJ2

K272N5G

32o - 295o F

S272AF__V5FG9

KS272AF15V5FG9

K272V5F

KS272AF15V5GJ2

K272V5G

32 - 125 F

Nitrile

32 - 180 F

S272AF__V5GJ2

32o - 125o F

FKM

32o - 230o F

S272AF__V5HJ2

KS272AF15V5GJ2

K272V5G

S272AF__V5JJ2

KS272AF15V5GJ2

K272V5G

S272AF__E7FG9

KS272AF15E7FG9

K272E7F

S272AF__E7GJ2

KS272AF15E7GJ2

K272E7G

S272AF__E7HJ2

KS272AF15E7GJ2

K272E7G

S272AF__E7JJ2

KS272AF15E7GJ2

K272E7G

S272AF__J7FG9

KS272AF15J7FG9

K272J7F

S272AF__J7GJ2

KS272AF15J7GJ2

K272J7G

S272AF__J7HJ2

KS272AF15J7GJ2

K272J7G

S272AF__J7JJ2

KS272AF15J7GJ2

K272J7G

S272AF__L7FG9

KS272AF15L7FG9

K272L7F

S272AF__L7GJ2

KS272AF15L7GJ2

K272L7G

S272AF__L7HJ2

KS272AF15L7GJ2

K272L7G

S272AF__L7JJ2

KS272AF15L7GJ2

K272L7G

o

o

o

o

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter.
2.
Valves should be mounted with the operator in a
vertical/upright position. Flow must be in direction
indicated on the valve body. If sediment is a
problem, install a fine mesh strainer having
adequate capacity ahead of the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid coil removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.
MAINTENANCE
COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid
before disconnecting the coil lead wires.
Incorrect coil reassembly can cause coil burnout.
It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under DISASSEMBLY. Disassemble
solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of placement and
quantity parts.
Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
care not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most S272 valves.

COIL CHART
S271AF15_____

12 VDC

CS5BF15A24

S271AF16_____

24 VDC

CS5BF16A24

Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that S272 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be
cleaned where flow media or service conditions may
determine life of valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive
leakage occurs or if the operation is sluggish, the unit must be
cleaned.

When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is
not listed, consult the factory.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE-Disassembly
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________
1.

Disconnect electrical connections and remove
retaining screw (1) lockwasher (2) and spacer (3).

2.

Lift off the coil housing (4) and coil magnetic
assembly (5, 6, 7, 8, & 9) from the plunger tube
(10)

3.

Use a 1 3/8” spanner to remove solenoid base nut
and plunger tube (10). Do not nick, dent, or
damage plunger tube (10).

5.

Carefully hold plunger tube (10) in position when
removing from valve bonnet (20) to prevent loss of
internal parts.

6.

Remove and retain plunger (12), push pin (13) and
tube head (15). O-rings (11) and (14) should be
replaced.

7.

Remove four bonnet bolts (19) and separate the
valve bonnet (20) from the valve body (25).

8.

Carefully remove connecting spring (21) from the
diaphragm (22) and seat retainer (16) assemblies.

9.

Check the disc in the seat retainer (16) and
diaphragm assembly (17) for damage or wear.

10.

Replace O-rings (23 & 24), diaphragm assembly
(22), seat disc in the seat retainer (16) and other
parts as necessary.

11.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly re-install the seat retainer (16),
connecting spring (21) and return spring (17)
assembly.

12.

Tighten Tube Base Nut (10)) 18 to 24 in/lbs, and
bonnet bolts (19) to 40 to 45 in/lbs.

13.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to close check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
close, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to
insure proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check voltage-clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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S301

- Service and Installation -

DESCRIPTION
The S301 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally closed,
direct acting, general purpose valves. All stainless steel or
brass bodies with synthetic seating and sealing materials make
them suitable for use with a variety of liquids, oils and gases.
Valves may be mounted in any positions. A spring loaded
plunger assures positive shutoff. The S4 solenoid coil is rated
at 10 watts.
OPERATION
S301 Valves are normally closed (N.C.) and open when
electrically energized.
SPECIFICATIONS
Use S301 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (max. psi, voltage, cycle, max. media temperature at
F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

4/24/18

COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.
It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.
Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
care not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.
REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/spring/seat disc assembly,
plunger tube assembly, O-rings and adapter ring.
REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, and O-rings.

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Elastomer

Fluid

32o - 125o F

EPR

32o - 295o F

32o - 125o F

Nitrile

32o - 180o F

32o - 125o F

FKM
PTFE

Ambient

REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART
Valve

Rebuild Kits

Repair Kits

32o - 230o F

S301AF__C__C1-E1

KS301AF02C2AC3

K301CC3

32o - 366o F

S301AF__C__E7-F1

KS301AF02C2AE7

K301CE7

For other applications, consult the factory.

S301AF__C__F5-F7

KS301AF02C2AF5

K301CF5

INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter.
2.
Valves are multi-poised and may be mounted in any
position. Flow must be in direction indicated on the
valve body. If sediment is a problem, install a fine
mesh strainer having adequate capacity ahead of
the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.

S301AF__N__C1-E1

KS301AF02N2AC3

K301NC3

S301AF__N__E7-F1

KS301AF02N2AE7

K301NE7

S301AF__N__F5-F7

KS301AF02N2AF5

K301NF5

S301AF__T__C1-E1

KS301AF02T2AC3

K301TC3

S301AF__T__E7-F1

KS301AF02T2AE7

K301TE7

S301AF__T__F5-F7

KS301AF02T2AF5

K301TF5

S301AF__V__C1-E1

KS301AF02V2AC3

K301VC3

S301AF__V__E7-F1

KS301AF02V2AE7

K301VE7

S301AF__V__F5-F7

KS301AF02V2AF5

K301VF5

o

o

32 - 125 F

MAINTENANCE
Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that S301 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most S301 valves.

COIL CHART
Valve

Voltage

DIN Coil

Conduit Coil

S301GF02_____

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

S301GF24_____

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

S301GF15_____

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S301GF16_____

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, obtain the complete Serial Number and consult the
factory.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
DISASSEMBLY AND REPAIR KIT INSTALLATION
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________
1.

Unscrew the hex nut (1). Remove with lockwasher
(2).

2.

Lift off the coil (3) from the plunger tube.

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Remove split washer (4).

5.

Use GC Valves spanner nut (106198E) or similar
tool to remove solenoid base nut (5) and plunger
tube (7). Do not nick dent or damage plunger tube
(7) or valve seating surfaces.

6.

Hold plunger tube (7) in position when removing
from valve body (12) to prevent loss of internal parts.

7.

Carefully remove the plunger/spring/seat disc
assembly (8, 9 & 10),

8.

Check seating surfaces on the seat disc (10) and
valve body (12) for damage or wear.

9.

Replace seat disc (10) body O-ring (11) and other
parts as necessary.

10.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly install the seat disc (10), plunger (9)
and plunger tube (7).

11.

Tighten solenoid base nut (5) to 25 In/Lbs.

12.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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REBUILD KIT INSTALLATION AND ASSEMBLY
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________
1.

Carefully install seat disc (9) and spring (7) on the
plunger (8).

2.

Place body O-ring (10) in valve body (11) operator
cavity..

3.

Place tube O-ring (5) on plunger tube (4) base.

4.

Thread adapter ring (6) on plunger tube (4) base.

5.

Place plunger assembly (7, 8 & 9) in valve body (11)
cavity.

6.

Carefully thread plunger tube assembly (4, 5 & 6)
into valve body (11).

7.

Use a 1” spanner to tighten solenoid base nut and
plunger tube (4). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (4) or valve seating surfaces.

8.

Tighten plunger tube base nut (4) to 24 In/Lbs.

9.

Replace coil (3), lockwasher (2) and top nut (1).
Tighten to approximately 25 In/Lbs.

11.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to open check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
close, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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S302

- Service and Installation -

4/24/18

DESCRIPTION
The S302 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally open,
direct acting, general purpose valves. Stainless steel or brass
body with synthetic seating and sealing materials make them
suitable for use with a variety of liquids, oils and gases.
Valves may be mounted in any positions. A spring loaded
plunger assures positive shutoff. The S4 solenoid coil is rated
at 10 watts.

COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.

OPERATION
S302 Valves are normally open (N.O.) and close when
electrically energized.

Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
care not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.

SPECIFICATIONS
Use S302 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (max. psi, voltage, cycle, max. media temperature at
F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger, spring, seat retainer
assembly, plunger tube assembly, PTFE glide strip, O-rings
and adapter ring.
REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, and O-rings only.

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Elastomer

Fluid

32o - 125o F

EPR

32o - 295o F

32o - 125o F

Nitrile

32o - 180o F

32o - 125o F

FKM

32o - 230o F

PTFE

32o - 366o F

Ambient

It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.

REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART
Valve

Rebuild Kits

Repair Kits

S302AF__C__C1-E1

KS302AF02C2AC3

K302CC3

For other applications, consult the factory.

S302AF__C__E7-F1

KS302AF02C2AE7

K302CE7

INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.

S302AF__C__F5-F7

KS302AF02C2AF5

K302CF5

S302AF__N__C1-E1

KS302AF02N2AC3

K302NC3

S302AF__N__E7-F1

KS302AF02N2AE7

K302NE7

S302AF__N__F5-F7

KS302AF02N2AF5

K302NF5

S302AF__T__C1-E1

KS302AF02T2AC3

K302TC3

S302AF__T__E7-F1

KS302AF02T2AE7

K302TE7

S302AF__T__F5-F7

KS302AF02T2AF5

K302TF5

S302AF__V__C1-E1

KS302AF02V2AC3

K302VC3

MAINTENANCE

S302AF__V__E7-F1

KS302AF02V2AE7

K302VE7

Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.

S302AF__V__F5-F7

KS302AF02V2AF5

K302VF5

o

o

32 - 125 F

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Clear all lines of foreign matter .
Valves are multi-poised and may be mounted in any
position. Flow must be in direction indicated on the
valve body. If sediment is a problem, install a fine
mesh strainer having adequate capacity ahead of
the valve.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
Provide a clearance for solenoid removal.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.

It is recommended that S302 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most S302 valves.

COIL CHART
Valve

Voltage

DIN Coil

Conduit Coil

S302GF02_____

120V 50/60

HS4YN02

HS4GN02A24

S302GF24_____

24V 50/60

HS4YN24

HS4GN24A24

S302GF15_____

12 VDC

HS4YN15

HS4GN15A24

S302GF16_____

24 VDC

HS4YN16

HS4GN16A24

When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, obtain the complete Serial Number and consult the
factory.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
DISASSEMBLY AND REPAIR KIT INSTALLATION
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________
1.

Unscrew the hex nut (1). Remove with lockwasher
(2) and spacer (3).

2.

Lift off the coil (4) from the plunger tube.

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Use a 1” spanner to remove solenoid base nut and
plunger tube (5). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (5) or valve seating surfaces.

5.

Carefully hold plunger tube (5) in position when
removing from valve bodyt (14) to prevent loss of
internal parts.

6.

Remove return spring (12) from body (14),

7.

Replace O-rings (8 &13), seat disc (11) and other
parts as necessary.

8.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly re-install the seat disc (11) and
PTFE strip (7).

9.

Tighten Tube Base Nut (4) to 18 to 24 in/lbs. and
bonnet bolts (10) to 40 to 45 in/lbs.

10.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to open check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
close, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation. Buzzing or
chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or chips
between top of plunger and tube head. Check voltage--clean
plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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S311

- Service and Installation -

4/24/18

DESCRIPTION
The S311 Series Solenoid Valves are 2-way, normally closed,
direct acting, general purpose valves. All stainless steel or
brass bodies with synthetic seating and sealing materials make
them suitable for use with a variety of liquids, oils and gases.
Valves may be mounted in any positions. A spring loaded
plunger assures positive shutoff. The S4 solenoid coil is rated
at 10 watts.

COIL REPLACEMENT
Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.

OPERATION
S311 Valves are normally closed (N.C.) and open when
electrically energized.

Incorrect reassembly can cause coil burnout. At all times take
care not to nick, dent or damage plunger tube.

SPECIFICATIONS
Use S311 Valves within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (max. psi, voltage, cycle, max. media temperature at
F ambient, Cv factor, etc.).

It is not necessary to remove the valve from the pipeline.
Follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY.
Disassemble solenoid, taking care to note the exact order of
placement and quantity parts.

REBUILD KIT
The Rebuild Kit contains a plunger/spring/seat disc assembly,
plunger tube assembly, O-rings and adapter ring.
REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains a seat disc, and O-rings.

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
Elastomer

Fluid

32o - 125o F

EPR

32o - 295o F

32o - 125o F

Nitrile

32o - 180o F

32 - 125 F

FKM

32o - 230o F

32o - 125o F

PTFE

32o - 366o F

Ambient

REBUILD & REPAIR KIT CHART
Valve

Rebuild Kits

Repair Kits

S311AF__C__C1-E1

KS311AF02C2AC3

K311CC3

S311AF__C__E7-F1

KS311AF02C2AE7

K311CE7

For other applications, consult the factory.

S311AF__C__F5-F7

KS311AF02C2AF5

K311CF5

INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to make sure of proper application.
1.
Clear all lines of foreign matter.
2.
Valves are multi-poised and may be mounted in any
position. Flow must be in direction indicated on the
valve body. If sediment is a problem, install a fine
mesh strainer having adequate capacity ahead of
the valve.
3.
Do not use the solenoid housing as a handle. Apply
thread seal to the male threads only.
4.
Provide a clearance for solenoid removal.
5.
Wire in accordance with applicable local and
national electrical codes.

S311AF__N__C1-E1

KS311AF02N2AC3

K311NC3

S311AF__N__E7-F1

KS311AF02N2AE7

K311NE7

S311AF__N__F5-F7

KS311AF02N2AF5

K311NF5

S311AF__T__C1-E1

KS311AF02T2AC3

K311TC3

S311AF__T__E7-F1

KS311AF02T2AE7

K311TE7

S311AF__T__F5-F7

KS311AF02T2AF5

K311TF5

S311AF__V__C1-E1

KS311AF02V2AC3

K311VC3

S311AF__V__E7-F1

KS311AF02V2AE7

K311VE7

S311AF__V__F5-F7

KS311AF02V2AF5

K311VF5

o

o

MAINTENANCE
Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that S311 Series Valves be cleaned on a
routine basis by qualified personnel. Valves should be cleaned
where flow media or service conditions may determine life of
valve. Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.
PARTS
The charts which follow cover replaceable coil part numbers,
Repair and Rebuild kits for most S311 valves.

COIL CHART
Valve

Voltage

DIN Coil

Conduit Coil

S311GF02_____

120V 50/60

HS3YN02

HS3GN02A24

S311GF24_____

24V 50/60

HS3YN24

HS3GN24A24

S311GF15_____

12 VDC

HS3YN15

HS3GN15A24

S311GF16_____

24 VDC

HS3YN16

HS3GN16A24

When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number, Serial
Number, and Part Name. If your valve's Catalog Number is not
listed, obtain the complete Serial Number and consult the
factory.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com

SERVICE
DISASSEMBLY AND REPAIR KIT INSTALLATION
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________
1.

Unscrew the hex nut (1). Remove with lockwasher
(2).

2.

Lift off the coil (3) from the plunger tube.

3.

Do not damage the solenoid assembly.

4.

Remove split washer (4).

5.

Use GC Valves spanner nut (106198E) or similar
tool to remove solenoid base nut (5) and plunger
tube (7). Do not nick dent or damage plunger tube
(7) or valve seating surfaces.

6.

Hold plunger tube (7) in position when removing
from valve body (12) to prevent loss of internal parts.

7.

Carefully remove the plunger/spring/seat disc
assembly (8, 9 & 10),

8.

Check seating surfaces on the seat disc (10) and
valve body (12) for damage or wear.

9.

Replace seat disc (10) body O-ring (11) and other
parts as necessary.

10.

Re-assemble in reverse order from above taking
care to properly install the seat disc (10), plunger (9)
and plunger tube (7).

11.

Tighten solenoid base nut (5) to 25 In/Lbs.

12.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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REBUILD KIT INSTALLATION AND ASSEMBLY
________________________________________________
WARNING
Disassembly, reassembly or internal adjustment without
factory test may result in hazardous condition. If valve
does not operate properly after following the
INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE instructions,
complete valve must be replaced by a trained and
experienced service-person.
________________________________________________
1.

Carefully install seat disc (9) and spring (7) on the
plunger (8).

2.

Place body O-ring (10) in valve body (11) operator
cavity..

3.

Place tube O-ring (5) on plunger tube (4) base.

4.

Thread adapter ring (6) on plunger tube (4) base.

5.

Place plunger assembly (7, 8 & 9) in valve body (11)
cavity.

6.

Carefully thread plunger tube assembly (4, 5 & 6)
into valve body (11).

7.

Use a 1” spanner to tighten solenoid base nut and
plunger tube (4). Do not nick, dent, or damage
plunger tube (4) or valve seating surfaces.

8.

Tighten plunger tube base nut (4) to 24 In/Lbs.

9.

Replace coil (3), lockwasher (2) and top nut (1).
Tighten to approximately 25 In/Lbs.

11.

Re-connect electrical and test for proper operation.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
If valve fails to open check voltage against rating on
nameplate, check voltage at solenoid lead connections, check
control circuit and solenoid coil for burnout. If valve fails to
close, check condition of synthetic seat insert. Check for
damaged spring. Valve must be free of dirt to insure tight
shutoff. If dirt is a problem, install a fine mesh strainer to insure
proper closing and trouble-free operation
Buzzing or chattering can be caused by low voltage or dirt or
chips between top of plunger and tube head. Check
voltage--clean plunger and interior of tube and base assembly.

GC Valves, LLC. 456 Crompton St., Charlotte, NC 28241
Ph: 704-588-3300, Fx: 704-973-9526, Service@gcvalves.com
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DESCRIPTION
S336 Series are 3-way direct acting solenoid valves, with
all three pipe connections marked 1,2 and 3 located in the
forged brass or stainless steel body. Mounting bracket is
standard on all stainless steel valve body sizes. Valves are
designed for use with flow media such as air, hydraulic
oil, water, and No. 2 oil; fluids not corrosive to forged
brass or stainless steel or the selected seating material.
Spring loaded plunger and poppet with synthetic seating
materials such as Buna N or Viton insure positive shutoff.
S336 Series Solenoid valves are available as standard
with General Purpose (NEMA Type 1) Enclosure.
Weatherproof (NEMA Type 4) or a combination
Explosion Proof and Watertight (NEMA 4, 7 and 9)
Solenoid Enclosures are available as options, as well as
other non-NEMA enclosures.
S336 Series Solenoid valve with optional "M" suffix in
the catalog number are equipped with Manual Override.
This allows the use of manual operation in the event of
electrical power failure or automatic shutdown.
_____________________________________________
CAUTION
Solenoid cannot be operated electrically when manual
override has been activated. Manual override must be
returned to inoperative position before solenoid coil is
re-energized.
_____________________________________________
OPERATION
When pressure is applied at port 2 which is normally
closed, and solenoid electrically energized, port 2 opens
and port 3 closes allowing full flow through port 1.
When solenoid is de-energized, port 2 closes and port 3
opens exhausting fluid from port 1 through port 3. See
details of flow direction shown below.

Fig. 1 Typical S336 Valve
SPECIFICATIONS
Use valve within the specified operating ranges as
indicated on the nameplate and in the complete Catalog
Number. (Min./Max. psi, volts, cycles, published flow
data.)
OPERATING TEMPERATURES

For other applications, consult the factory.
INSTALLATION
Check valve specifications to ensure proper application.
Mounting Positions
Valves are multipoised and, therefore, may be mounted in
any position except that:
Valves with "W" (Rainproof Conduit) in 5th digit
position of valve catalog number must be mounted on
a horizontal pipe line with solenoid in an upright
position.
Piping
All piping must meet applicable local codes and
ordinances.

Connect pipe to valve with flow in accordance with the
port designation on valve body. Apply thread sealant to
male pipe threads only. Applying sealant to valve threads
may result in sealant entering and blocking the valve
open, or causing other operational problems.

2. Check valve on a routine basis, preferably monthly
or more often to assure that unit opens and closes as
required.
3. Check internal parts of valve for damage and wear.
Replace damaged or worn out parts.

Do not use solenoid valve as a lever when tightening
pipe.

SERVICE
Coil Replacement

NOTE
IF FOREIGN MATERIAL IS A POTENTIAL
PROBLEM, INSTALL FINE MESH STRAINER
HAVING ADEQUATE CAPACITY AHEAD OF
VALVE.

Turn off the electrical power supply to the solenoid before
disconnecting the coil lead wires.

Wiring
Wire in accordance with applicable Local and National
Electrical Codes. On hazardous locations using an
explosion-proof, watertight solenoid enclosure, approved
electrical fittings are required. 1/2" conduit connection is
Standard on valve sizes.
Installations in Canada require the use of rigid metal
conduit to ground the electrical enclosure of this valve
when rated over 30 volts.
By loosening the hex nut on the Standard valve or the top
cap on the Explosion Proof valve, the housing can be
turned to facilitate wiring.
TIGHTEN HEX NUT TO 25 INCH POUNDS MAX.
TORQUE OR TOP CAP TO 150 INCH POUNDS MIN.
TORQUE BEFORE OPERATING VALVE.
MAINTENANCE
______________________________________________
WARNING
To prevent electrical shock, personal injury or damage
to property, turn off electrical power and line pressure
supply before maintenance. It is not necessary to
remove valve from pipeline for maintenance.
______________________________________________
Cleaning
Cleaning fluid must be compatible with all valve
components.
It is recommended that S333 Series Valves be cleaned on
a routine basis. Valves should be cleaned where flow
media or service conditions may determine life of valve.
Apply correct voltage. If excessive leakage occurs or if
the operation is sluggish, the unit must be cleaned.
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
1. Clear all lines of foreign matter by keeping flow
medium free of dirt, dust or lint, and this can be done by
using fine mesh strainer having adequate capacity ahead
of valve

Standard and Open Frame Models (See Fig. 2)
To replace coil on STANDARD and OPEN FRAME
MODEL, follow Steps 1, 2 and 3 under VALVE
DISASSEMBLY AND REASSEMBLY (Standard and
Open Frame Model). Disassemble solenoid, taking care to
note the exact order of replacement and quantity of parts.
Reassemble in reverse order.
NOTE
ONE OF THE WASHERS (7) HAS "X" MARKING ON
ONE SIDE. THE SIDE MARKED "X" MUST BE
PLACED NEXT TO THE COIL.
Explosion Proof Model (See Fig. 3)
To replace coil on EXPLOSION PROOF MODEL,
follow steps 1,2 and 3 under VALVE DISASSEMBLY
AND REASSEMBLY (EXPLOSION PROOF MODEL).
To reassemble explosion-proof coil, position washer on
top of new coil and assemble top plate until bottomed to
retain new coil, or torque top plate to 150 INCH
POUNDS MINIMUM. Replace lockwasher and top cap
assembly taking care not to damage top cap "O" ring.
______________________________________________
CAUTION
Incorrect reassembly of the Standard, Open Frame or
Explosion-Proof solenoid parts will affect the magnetic
circuit and valve function and may result in coil
burnout.
______________________________________________
NOTE
TO INSURE RELIABILITY AND SAFE
PERFORMANCE, EXTRA CARE SHOULD BE
TAKEN TO INSTALL AND MAINTAIN EXPLOSION
PROOF EQUIPMENT. THE SOLENOID POLISHED
SURFACES ARE MADE TO PROVIDE FLAMEPROOF SEAL. THEY MUST BE WIPED CLEAN
BEFORE REPLACEMENT.

DISASSEMBLY AND REASSEMBLY
Turn off flow medium and electrical power supply to
valve.
Standard and Open Frame Models (See Fig. 2).
1. Unscrew the top nut, remove with lockwasher , and
in addition, spring washer for Open Frame solenoid
model from plunger tube.
2. Lift off solenoid assembly intact with washers
(Standard Model) or “X” washer (Open Frame Solenoid
assembly from plunger tube.
3. Remove the coil jacket or coil frame (in the case of
Open Frame Solenoid model) from coil assembly and 1.
washer (used only in standard model).
4. Use GC solenoid wrench No. 63591A to remove 2.
plunger tube retaining nut from valve body.
5. Carefully hold plunger tube in position when
removing plunger tube retaining nut to prevent loss of
internal parts. Do not nick, dent, or damage plunger tube.
6. Lift off plunger tube and remove "O" ring, plunger
spring, plunger assembly and square seal.
7. Unscrew valve cap or manual override assembly in
the case of valve with manual override construction, and
remove valve spring, "O" ring and poppet assembly.
8. Check "O" rings and, plunger and valve springs, and
seating surfaces for damage and wear. Replace damaged
or worn out parts.
9. Reassemble in reverse order of disassembly paying
careful attention to exploded view provided in Fig. 2.

7. Remove plunger spring plunger assembly and “O”
ring.
8. Unscrew valve cap or manual override assembly (in
the case of valve with manual override option) from
valve body, and remove valve spring , "O" ring and
poppet assembly.
9. Check "O" rings, and, plunger and valve springs
and, “O” ring and seating surfaces (Ref.) for damage and
wear. Replace damaged or worn out parts.
10. Reassemble in reverse order of disassembly paying
careful attention to exploded view provided in Fig. 3.
NOTE
TORQUE PLUNGER TUBE AND BASE ASSEMBLY,
TO 25 INCH POUNDS, MINIMUM.
TORQUE TOP PLATE AND TOP CAP TO A
MINIMUM OF 150 INCH POUNDS.
PARTS LIST
This parts list covers replaceable coil part numbers and
assembly kits for most S333 Series STANDARD, OPEN
FRAME AND EXPLOSION PROOF valves. See tables
for details. Before ordering parts/kits, check the serial
number e.g., 814A, on the nameplate. The fifth alpha
digit indicates the model type which in this case is "A".
When ordering parts/kits, specify Catalog Number,
Serial Number, and Part Name.
COIL CLASS CHART

NOTE
1. TORQUE TOP NUT TO 20 TO 25 INCH
POUNDS.
2. TORQUE PLUNGER TUBE RETAINING NUT,
18 TO 24 INCH POUNDS.
3. TORQUE VALVE CAP OR MANUAL
OVERRIDE ASSEMBLY TO 25 INCH POUNDS
MINIMUM.
Explosion Proof Model (See Fig. 3)
1. Remove top cap assembly, top cap "O" ring and
lockwasher from plunger tube and base assembly.
2. Use ITT/GC spanner wrench No. 106198E to
remove top plate.
3. Remove washer, and coil is now accessible for
removal and replacement.
4. Lift off coil jacket and remove "O" ring, from
plunger tube and base assembly.
5. Use 1 3/8" hex wrench to remove plunger tube and
base assembly from valve body. Do not nick, dent or
damage plunger tube and base assembly.
6. Carefully hold plunger tube and base assembly in
position when removing from valve body to prevent loss
of internal parts.

(1) Sixth digit of catalog number represents coil class as
shown.
(2) Seventh and eighth digits of catalog number
represent voltage shown in coil class chart. These digits
must be transferred into the coil part number.

Fig. 2 Exploded View of Typical S33 Standard and Open Frame Models

Fig. 3 Exploded View of Typical S33 Explosion Proof Model

Installation:
1. Clear all lines of foreign matter.
2. Xtreme valves can be mounted in any position. However, installation with the
coil in an upright position is preferred.
3. Thread sealant or Teflon tape should be used sparingly and applied only to the
threads of the male fitting.
Caution: When installing the valve do not use the solenoid coil / housing as a handle!
4. Insure that the pressure source is installed into the valve body port marked
“IN”.
5. Wire the solenoid valve’s coil in accordance with one of the above drawings.
Troubleshooting Guide:
Valve won’t open:
• Insure adequate power is supplied to the coil’s leads when energized.
• Insure that the applied pressure does not exceed the pressure rating of the
valve.
• Insure that the valve’s internal parts and passageways are clear of any foreign
matter.
Valve won’t close or leaks:
• Insure power has been removed from the coil (valve is de-energized).
• Insure that the pressure source is installed into the valve body port marked
“IN”.
• Insure that the valve’s internal parts and passageways are clear of any foreign
matter.
If problem persists contact GC Valves Customer Service at (800) 828-0484.
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Installation
1. Unscrew Top Cap assembly (1) one full turn.
2. Rotate Coil Jacket (6) to properly align the
conduit hub.
3. Re-tighten Top Cap (1) after completing the
conduit connection.
Removal and Reassembly
1. Remove Top Cap assembly (1), and Top Cap
“O” Ring (2).
2. Use GC Valves spanner wrench assembly no.
106198E to remove Top Plate (3).
3. Remove Washer (4) and Coil assembly (5) is
now accessible for removal and/or
replacement.
4. Lift off coil Jacket (6), remove “O” Ring (7)
and use 1 3/8” hex wrench to remove plunger
tube and base assembly (8) from valve body.
Do not nick, dent, or damage plunger tube and
base assembly.
5. Carefully remove valve interior assemblies.
6. Check seating surfaces, main port seating
surface in valve body and all other parts for
damage or wear.
7. Reassemble in reverse order of disassembly.
Apply a thin film of lubricant to body square
seal/ “O” Ring before reassembly
Note
1. Torque Plunger Tube and Base Assembly (7) to
25 inch pounds, minimum.
2. Torque Top Cap (1) and Top Plate (3) to a
minimum of 150 inch pounds.

